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Intro

NOTE: This guide is currently unfinished. The page on derainbowing has not been completed, and therefore those links will come up 404.
However, any feedback on what I have so far is always appreciated. Thanks!

This guide assumes you're already familiar with AVISynth and how to write scripts. In it, I will attempt to give a
rundown of some of the most popular and useful AVISynth filters for filtering AMVs. 
I will not be telling you what to use -- every source has different problems that need different solutions.
Rather, I'll be explaining how the various filters work, what they're good for, some caveats of each, etc. so that
you can figure out which ones would be most effective for any given video.

I owe a good deal of my knowledge of AVISynth filters to Ermac and Absolute Destiny's Guide to All Things Audio
and Video; however, its section on AVISynth filters is by now rather outdated. That's part of the reason I wrote
this.

The vast majority of these filters were written for AVISynth 2.5.x and will not work on AVISynth 2.0.x or older. It
is recommended that you be running version 2.5.6 of AVISynth; Release Candidate 2, released on 10/7/05, can
be downloaded from here.

Some general notes:

Please, don't just blindly use the defaults or recommended settings for each filter -- tweak them to find the
settings that work best for your case. It's worth it.
If you want to know more about these filters, check out the documentation that comes with them (which
you really should be doing anyway).

Each filter writeup contains the following information:

Type: Is it a plugin or a script function?
Found in file (plugins only): What .DLL plugin file contains this filter?
Requires (scripts only): What plugins does this script require to work correctly?

Author: Who coded this filter?
Homepage: Where can you go for more information and updates on this filter?
Colorspaces: What colorspaces are supported by this filter? If the filter only works in one particular
colorspace (usually YV12), this will be noted in bold.
Interlacing: Will this filter work with interlaced content, or field-based, or progressive only, or whatever? If
this filter wasn't designed to properly handle anything but progressive video, this will be noted in bold.
Speed: How fast is this filter? All speeds were measured using AVSTimer (a plugin by Kassandro) on my
Athlon 64 3000+ with frame sizes of 720x480. Your results may be better or worse depending on your
hardware. 
(Note: After completing the pages on smoothers, I upgraded my CPU. Therefore, the filters on the last
three pages will not have speeds given in frames per second, as it would be pointless for comparison
purposes.)
Defaults: The default parameters for this filter. If there are some parameters that I feel can be safely
skipped, I'll skip them. (vmToon, for example, has far too many parameters.)

Recommended (optional): The parameters I suggest as a starting point for filtering most anime.
Parameters: A quick rundown of all the important parameters.
Usage notes: Anything else special you need to know about the filter before you use it goes here.
After that, general discussion about the filter, how it works, some of its drawbacks, caveats, etc.

Where can I get all these filters?

http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html
http://www.animemusicvideos.org/guides/avtech/
http://www.animemusicvideos.org/guides/avtech/
http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=57023&package_id=105994&release_id=361863


For your convenience, I've compiled all the filters mentioned in this guide into one ZIP file, which you can get
here (LINK NOT WORKING YET). 
In the individual filter write-ups, where possible, I've included links to the creators' pages where you can check
for the newest versions of the filters. Also, many of the plugin filters are available at the AVISynth Filter
Collection. Most of the script functions can be found floating around the Doom9 forum somewhere. More recently,
many filters of both types may be found at the AVISynth wiki page on external filters.

AVISynth can't find my filters!

After installing new plugins, you may find that AVISynth now complains that your scripts are calling functions that
don't exist -- even though the old plugins are still in your default plugins directory where they always were before.
I admit I don't know exactly why this happens; it may be that having more than a certain number of plugins in
your plugins directory screws up autoloading.

In any case, there is an easy way to fix this: Make a new script file that contains nothing but a bunch of
LoadPlugin() lines, one for each plugin that's failing to auto-load. Save it with the .AVSI extension in your
plugins directory; this way it will auto-load and all your plugins will work just as they used to.

And Now, the Filters

The various categories can also be accessed via the links at the top of the page.

Spatial Smoothers:

BlindPP (deblocking/deringing)
DCTFilter (compression specialist)
Deen (6 smooothers in one)
eDeen (spatial monster)
MSmooth (masked smoothing)
RemoveGrain
SmoothD (denoising)
SpaceDust
TBilateral (bilateral smoothing)
UnDot (minmax denoising)
UnFilter (corrects overdone edge
enhancement on DVDs)
VagueDenoiser (wavelet
denoising)

Temporal Smoothers:

FaeryDust
FluxSmooth (targets fluctuating
pixels)
TemporalCleaner

Spatio-Temporal Smoothers:

DeGrainMedian
FFT3DFilter (FFT denoising)
GoldDust (denoising monster)
HQDN3D
LRemoveDust
PixieDust (compression monster)

Sharpeners (and edge enhancement):

aWarpSharp (warpsharpening for anime)
DeHalo_Alpha (dehaloing, not sharpening, but
there was no other place for it)
FastLineDarken (edge darkening)
LimitedSharpen (corrects for overshoot)
mfToon (THIS IS NOW VMTOON)
mfToonLite (MUCH faster than mf/vmToon)
MSharpen (masked sharpening)
PSharpen (two-point sharpener)
SSXSharpen (sharpening with supersampling)
Toon (leaner and faster even than mfToonLite)
UnFilter (corrects oversoftening on DVDs)
vmToon (all-in-one for anime)
WarpSharp (line thinning via warping)

Dealing with Dot Crawl:

Checkmate
DeDot
LUTDeCrawl
TComb

Derainbowers:

BiFrost
DFMDeRainbow (spatial, masked)
LUTDeRainbow (temporal)
mfRainbow
SDDeRainbow (mostly spatial, masked)
SSIQ
TComb

http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/ScintAVSPack.zip
http://www.avisynth.org/warpenterprises/
http://www.avisynth.org/warpenterprises/
http://forum.doom9.org/
http://avisynth.org/mediawiki/External_filters
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html#bifrost
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html#dfm
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html#lut
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html#mf
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html#sd
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html#ssiq
http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html#tcomb
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Scintilla's Guide to AVISynth Postprocessing Filters: Spatial
Smoothers

BlindPP - DCTFilter - Deen - eDeen - MSmooth - RemoveGrain 
SmoothD - SpaceDust - TBilateral - UnDot - UnFilter - VagueDenoiser

( Home - Temporal Smoothers - Spatio-Temporal Smoothers - Sharpeners - Dealing with Dot Crawl - Dealing with Rainbows )

Intro

Spatial smoothers generally seek to increase compressibility (by "compressibility", we mean a measure of how
small we can make a video's filesize without losing quality) and/or visual quality by smoothing pixels based on
other pixels in the same frame, hopefully removing noise while keeping the picture intact. The effects of spatial
cleaners are usually much more visually obvious than those of temporal cleaners, and as such this page will
probably have more screenshots than any of the others. All images are high-quality .PNG files (unfortunately I
don't yet know how to ensure that PNGOUT will save a lossless .PNG); I apologize in advance to those of you on
dialup.

Filters listed as deblockers aim specifically to reduce blocky noise such as can sometimes result from insufficient
bitrates in MPEG encodes. RemoveGrain was ostensibly developed for removing film grain but can also be used
for more general smoothing. BlindPP is a deblocker and deringer all in one. DCTFilter is a special case.

All screenshots on this page can be hovered over to show the differences between the original frame and the
filtered version.

Note: Opera is exhibiting this weird bug where if I open a link in the same tab and then go back to this page, the
onMouseOver functionality no longer works. This doesn't seem to happen in Firefox and IE, and it also isn't
happening on other pages I know that use the exact same code. If you experience this problem, simply reload
the page.

BlindPP 
The deblocker/deringer contained in the MPEG2Dec3/DGDecode package. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: MPEG2Dec3DG.dll, DGDecode.dll 
Author: MarcFD? (The DGDecode plugin is currently maintained by Neuron2) 
Homepage: http://www.neuron2.net/dgmpgdec/dgmpgdec.html 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Interlaced or progressive 
Speed: Fast! (200+ fps) 

Defaults: BlindPP(quant=2, cpu=6, ipp=false, moderate_h=20, moderate_v=40) 
Parameters:

quant (0-31) determines the strength of the deblocking.
cpu (0-6) determines what deblocking and deringing will occur. If you want to skip deringing entirely, set
this to 4; if you only want to dering the luma and not the chroma, set this to 5. Lower values will start
disabling the deblocking.
ipp (true/false) should be set to true if your video is interlaced, otherwise leave it false.
moderate_h and moderate_v (0-255) are thresholds for determining where to deblock. Lower values
will hit more blocks.

Usage notes:

BlindPP attempts to fix 8x8 blocks resulting from the DCT used by the MPEG encoding process; therefore,
do not crop or resize before using BlindPP.
If your source was served using MPEG2Source, do not use BlindPP; use MPEG2Source's built-in deblocking
instead. It will work better.

http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html
http://www.neuron2.net/dgmpgdec/dgmpgdec.html


Here's a screenshot from the Excel Saga opener, taken from the VOB with no postprocessing. As you can see, the
background is a complete mess of blocks, almost giving a certain gridding effect -- exactly the kind of problem
BlindPP is meant to deal with. 
Hover your mouse over the image to bring up the version filtered with
BlindPP(quant=12,cpu=4,moderate_h=15,moderate_v=25):

You can see how many of the blocks have been smoothed out. Even the filesize of the .PNG is noticeably smaller.

But these settings are pretty darn strong; if you dare use settings this strong, you had better check the less
blocky scenes of your video to make sure that they aren't losing too much detail as a result. You may be able to
limit the damage by raising the values of moderate_h and moderate_y.

Something to watch out for: Here you can find a screenshot taken with the totally ridiculous settings
BlindPP(quant=32,cpu=4,moderate_h=15,moderate_v=20). Notice the blocks on the line above Excel's
eyelashes (there are other blocks, but those are the most obvious) -- that used to be a perfectly fine line. If you
see artifacts like this, then you're using BlindPP too aggressively. Back to top

DCTFilter 
An experimental filter that operates on DCT coefficients. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: DctFilter.dll 
Author: Trbarry 
Homepage: http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive only (if your source is interlaced, you can try SeparateFields() before and Weave()
after, but I'm telling you, it really doesn't work as well) 
Speed: FAST! (300+ fps)

http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm


Defaults: DCTFilter(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1) 
Recommended: DCTFilter(1,1,1,1,1,0.75,0.25,0) 
Parameters: Each of the 8 parameters is a floating point value that corresponds to a scaling factor for one of
the 8 rows and columns of the 8x8 DCT blocks, starting with the top row and leftmost column (the first
parameter should always be 1; otherwise your video will seriously look like crap).

Usage notes: Because of the way DCTFilter works, you should always put it after all cropping and resizing if
you're trying to use it to increase your compressibility. 

For an explanation of the DCT algorithm as used in image compression (if the following notes confuse you), go
here. 

DCTFilter is a pretty cool idea for a filter; it works directly on the DCT coefficients of an image. The reason this is
useful is because distribution codecs such as MPEG-1/-2, DivX, XviD, etc. all use the DCT algorithm with the same
8x8 blocks that DCTFilter works on. DCTFilter can zero out, reduce, or amplify certain DCT coefficients with
interesting effects; it's not strictly a smoother. But from a compressibility standpoint, it helps us the most to
reduce the highest-frequency coefficients (the rightmost columns and bottom rows of the DCT frequency matrix).
That's why the "Recommended" parameters are set the way they are. 

However, as godly as DCTFilter can be for compressibility when used in this way (and the gains ARE awesome,
make no mistake about that), it can cause problems with edges. Because anime is so full of sharp edges, which
rely on high DCT frequencies, this can be a problem -- you may notice that DCTFilter partially undoes your
previous sharpening efforts, or makes edges that weren't that well-defined to begin with even less sharp. And
personally, I really like sharp, well-defined images. This is why I do not recommend DCTFilter for anime unless
you're desperate to give your compressibility a big boost. And if you do use it, make sure that it's not blurring
details or unsharpening edges too much.

Here's a screenshot from Azumanga Daioh episode 13, together with the same frame after going through
DCTFilter(1,1,1,1,1,0.75,0.25,0) (hover your mouse over the image to see the filtered version):

http://www.animemusicvideos.org/phpBB/viewtopic.php?t=46273


The difference is very slight, but it is there. For example, pay attention to the topmost desk -- you can see that
the horizontal lines lose some of their sharpness. (Okay, so I didn't pick the best reference frame, but you get the
idea. The difference would probably be more noticeable if I had done some sharpening first; the edges in this
scene aren't the sharpest things in the world.)

I've provided some more screenshots in order to give you an idea of the kinds of things DCTFilter can do besides
reducing the higher frequencies to improve compressibility: 
DCTFilter(1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) - almost everything is zeroed out, only allowing the simplest possibilities for each
8x8 block. The file is almost half the size of the original screenshot, but who would want to watch this? 
DCTFilter(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,8) - I've amplified the highest frequencies so high that they're impossible to miss. Also,
the filesize is ridiculous. Back to top

Deen 
6 smoothers in one; I'll only be discussing the "a2d" and "w2d" modes here. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: Deen.dll 
Author: MarcFD 
Homepage: http://ziquash.chez-alice.fr/ (but see here for the older version that I recommend, as it includes the
"W" gradient-preserving modes I'll mention below. MarcFD's page and the AVISynth Filter Collection both contain
only the most recent version, which does not have these modes.) 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Average to slow (36 fps with mode="a2d" and rad=4, but only 10 fps with mode="w2d" and rad=7) 

Defaults: Haven't got a clue. 
Recommended: Deen(mode="a2d", rad=4, thrY=7, thrUV=9, min=0.5) 
Parameters:

mode - There are six different values this parameter can take, but I'm only going to talk about two of them
here. "a2d" is 2-dimensional smoothing optimized for areas of flat colors, such as in anime; "w2d" is
similar, except pixels are weighted by distance from the pixel being operated on so as to better retain
gradients. I suggest "a2d" (because it's faster) unless you notice that your gradients are getting wrecked, in
which case you should switch to "w2d". 
If you already use the 3D modes, that's fine, but I prefer to use separate temporal (or spatio-temporal)
smoothers.
rad (1-7 in the 2D modes) determines how wide of an area to consider for any given pixel. So rad=1 will
look at pixels in a 3x3 area, while rad=7 will cover a 15x15 area. Raising this value strengthens the
smoothing but also slows the filter down and may wash out the image.
thrY and thrUV (0-255?) are the thresholds for luma and chroma respectively. Increasing these values will
strengthen the smoothing on the luma or chroma respectively.
min is a great parameter to have, and I wish EADFAG had mentioned it. It allows you to calm wide-range
smoothing by reducing the thresholds (in "a2d") or pixel weights (in "w2d") as distance from the current
pixel increases. min=1 does no reduction; min=0 does maximum reduction; and any floating point value
in between gives a result in between.

Usage notes:

Beware of washed-out images and detail loss! These days, Deen is probably responsible for more
over-smoothed, washed-out AMVs than any other smoother. If you're getting a washed-out result, try
reducing min, all the way to 0 if necessary; if that doesn't cut it, then your radius and/or thresholds are
too high and you should reduce them.
Beware of memory issues. Sometimes, when I'm encoding a video from a script that includes Deen,
VirtualDubMod will just up and quit on me in the middle (after running my RAM into the ground). If this
happens to you, try reducing the amount of memory your script can use by using the SetMemoryMax()
function, or else just cut out Deen entirely and use a different smoother.

Many of you already know Deen from EADFAG's page on AVISynth postprocessing, where it was the only spatial
smoother gone into in any detail. While it is a good smoother, it's easy to go overboard with it, plus I have the
aforementioned memory issues with it (don't expect that to be fixed anytime soon; this filter hasn't been updated

http://ziquash.chez-alice.fr/
http://www.animemusicvideos.org/guides/avtech/avspostqual.html


since 2003). 
If you can keep it from oversmoothing the image, then Deen is worth using; it's capable of posting some nice
compressibility gains, and the overall effect is a pleasing one in moderation.

Our next screenshot comes to us from Love Hina, together with the same frame after going through
Deen("a2d",7,11,13,min=0.5) (yup, hover over image to see filtered version):

Look at almost any line on the original, and you'll see mosquito noise; then look at how Deen cleans it up. Much
better, isn't it? Of course, I did select a frame with mostly areas of flat, solid colors with not much detail; other
scenes would probably require weaker settings.

Something to watch out for: I shouldn't even have to give any examples of this, but here's one anyway. Taken
with the settings of Deen("a2d",7,14,20) on a source that didn't need it: This is Deen killing trees. Those trees
used to be happy trees. Please, think of the trees... not to mention the rampant color fading. If you see things
like this happening in your video, then you're using Deen too aggressively. Back to top

eDeen 
Self-proclaimed "spatial monster". Translation: very powerful, use with care. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: eDeen.dll 
Author: MarcFD 
Homepage: http://ziquash.chez-alice.fr/ 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Average to slow (around 20 fps with r=7) 

Defaults: eDeen(r=7, ty=14, tuv=21, ly=2, luv=3, hqc=true) 
Parameters:

http://ziquash.chez-alice.fr/


r (1-20) is the radius, as with Deen -- 1 smooths over a 3x3 area for each pixel, while 20 covers a 41x41
area (yowza!). Higher values strengthen the smoothing but slow the filter down.
ty and tuv (0-255) are the luma and chroma thresholds, respectively. Increasing these values will
strengthen the smoothing on the luma or chroma respectively.
ly and luv are what MarcFD calls the "lowratios"; they work similar to Deen's min parameter, except that
increasing these values will calm the smoothing. With a smoother as strong as eDeen, these are very
useful things to have. 
Their minimum value is always zero; the maximum value for a lowratio is equal the greatest integer lower
than the respective threshold divided by the radius (ty/r or tuv/r). So, if you have r=5, ty=15, tuv=22,
then ly can range from 0 to 3 and luv can range from 0 to 4. 
Be careful not to set these higher than the maximum values -- if you do, your application will quit
without warning.
hqc (true/false) is for High Quality Chroma filtering; this should always be true unless you really need to
speed up your script for some reason.

Usage notes:

Beware of washed-out images and detail loss! The same warning I slapped on Deen also applies to
eDeen. If your video looks too washed out, then increase the lowratios (BUT NOT OVER THE MAX); if that
doesn't help, then decrease your radius and/or thresholds.
Beware of memory issues. eDeen will sometimes cause annoying "access violation" errors; I believe the
answer to this is to give the script MORE memory with the SetMemoryMax() command. If anyone has
more information on this, please let me know.
I'll say it again: Do not set the lowratios higher than their respective thresholds divided by the
radius.

The screenshot for this filter is taken from that wonderful shining paragon of visual quality known as A.D. Vision's
original R1 release of Neon Genesis Evangelion (yes, that was sarcasm). This is a perfect reference frame for
eDeen, because it contains large areas of flat colors with very few details. The target this time is not so much the
mosquito noise on the edges as the little variances within the large flat colored areas themselves. The following
comparison is brought to you by the settings eDeen(7,7,14,1,2):



Look at any area of color on the original, and you'll find little imperfections everywhere. Then watch as eDeen
smooths them out. Just that one filter shaves 29% off the filesize of the image!

In conclusion, eDeen is a great smoother if you don't have much detail to worry about; just make sure you're not
washing out the image. Back to top

MSmooth 
Masked smoother, designed specifically for anime. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: MSmooth.dll 
Author: Neuron2 (Donald Graft) 
Homepage: http://www.neuron2.net/msmooth/msmooth.html (but see this forum thread for the latest RC
version, which fixes the chroma bug; this is the version I've included in the ZIP) 
Colorspaces: RGB32 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or field-based (at least, I don't know why it wouldn't work on fields) 
Speed: Slow (14 fps with strength=3 and chroma=false) 

Defaults: MSmooth(mask=false, threshold=15, strength=3, extend=false, blurmore=false,
chroma=false) 
Parameters:

mask (true/false), when set true, will display a detail mask of the current frame rather than the frame
itself; dark areas of this mask are set to be smoothed, while bright areas are set as detail. How much of the
frame is set as detail depends on how you set the threshold parameter. When set false, the filter displays
the processed frame (normal operation).
threshold (0-127) determines how much of the image is determined to be detail and thus not smoothed
across. Raise this value to smooth more of the image, or lower it to preserve more edges and detail.
Typically you want to set threshold so that all edges and details are preserved, but no noise. You can see

http://www.neuron2.net/msmooth/msmooth.html
http://neuron2.net/board/viewtopic.php?t=847


what areas are set to be preserved with the mask parameter...
strength (0-25) determines how strongly to smooth the areas not marked as detail. Raising this value will
slow the filter down.
extend (true/false), when set true, reduces the strength of the blurring around detailed areas by
expanding the mask for the earlier blurring passes.
blurmore (true/false), when set true, constructs the mask using a blurred version of the original frame.
This can be useful if the filter is incorrectly detecting noise as detail.
chroma (true/false), when the filter is running in YV12, determines whether or not to smooth chroma.
chroma=true will smooth luma and chroma, while chroma=false will smooth luma only. The filter runs
slower with chroma smoothing than without. If you are using MSmooth in RGB32, then chroma is always
smoothed.

Usage notes:

EADFAG mentions that MSmooth has a bug in its YV12 mode that causes processed frames to acquire a
yellowish tint. LIES. This has been fixed in newer versions of the filter (as of version 2.0.2) and is
no longer an issue.
If you find you are losing too many details, reduce threshold and/or strength; if the image is too
washed-out for your taste, reduce strength.
It's possible that you may find settings of threshold and strength that work perfectly for the luma but
cause chroma bleeding across edges; if this happens to you, then set chroma=false.
Don't get pathological with the strength parameter. Values over about 10 are almost never a good idea
and may result in some strange things happening to your image.
If your mask is picking up too much noise as detail, consider setting blurmore=true.
If you have bleeding problems near edges, consider setting extend=true.
Older versions of this filter had the problem that occasionally, when scanning through a script that includes
a call to MSmooth with mask=true, you might get chroma from a totally different frame on some frames.
The version 2.1 release candidate fixes this bug (see link to forum thread above) and it is therefore the one
that I include in the ZIP.

MSmooth was designed specifically for anime, and the idea behind it is a pretty cool one: Since smoothing should
never occur across edges and details, a mask is first created that separates out the edges and details; then the
REST of the image is smoothed.

Using MSmooth is normally a two-step process: first, with mask=true, you adjust the threshold until the mask
preserves a proper amount of detail and edges, then you set mask=false and adjust the strength until the
smoothing is at the right level (also tweak threshold if it turns out you're preserving more or less detail than you
thought). To illustrate the process, we once again go to Neon Genesis Evangelion (non-Platinum), first with a
screenshot that illustrates the mask, taken with settings of MSmooth(threshold=7, strength=3,
chroma=true, mask=true):



Notice that the edges are bright while everything else is dark. Looks pretty good, but we'll see that some of the
edges aren't preserved as well as this mask might lead us to believe they'd be. As it turns out, these settings
preserve almost all of the lines of Kaoru's figure, but not the outlines of the clouds in the background. What
follows is the standard comparison shot (the filtered version is what we see after setting mask=false; hover
over to compare):



You can see that the clouds' outlines didn't hold up as well as Kaoru's figure. Also, certain edges in Kaoru's hair
have also been blurred (check out the top right corner of the frame); thus, a lower value of threshold might
have been wise in this case. Still, we got quite a healthy compressibility increase out of the deal.

Something to watch out for: This screenshot, filtered with
MSmooth(strength=5,mask=false,threshold=25,chroma=true), illustrates the dangers of not setting
threshold low enough. Ugh! Blurry and smeary all over. Not at all attractive. Back to top

RemoveGrain 
Originally meant for degraining purposes but can be used for general denoising. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: RemoveGrain.dll 
Author: Kassandro 
Homepage: http://home.pages.at/kassandro/RemoveGrain/ 
Colorspaces: YUY2 (with planar=true) or YV12; claims to support RGB32 and RGB24, but I can't get RGB32 to
work, and RGB24 gives weird artifacts on most modes. If anyone figures it out, please let me know. Until then, if
the mode you want doesn't work with your current colorspace, then convert to YV12. All modes work in
YV12. 
Interlacing: Interlaced only (modes 13-16) or progressive only (all other modes) 
Speed: Insanely FAST!! (800+ fps with mode=17) 

Defaults: RemoveGrain(mode=2, modeU=2, modeV=2) 
Parameters:

mode (0-18) determines what denoising mode to use for the luma; I list the modes below.
modeU and modeV determine what denoising modes to use for the two chroma channels; modeU
defaults to whatever mode currently is, and modeV defaults to whatever modeU currently is. Therefore,
the default settings could also be expressed as RemoveGrain(mode=2); if you wanted mode 17 for the

http://home.pages.at/kassandro/RemoveGrain/


luma and mode 2 for both chroma planes, you could use RemoveGrain(mode=17,modeU=2). The
modes are just the same as the luma modes.
The list of modes follows (but I'm only going to talk about the progressive modes):

Mode 0 means that the selected plane is merely passed through without any filtering. This is useful if
you only want to filter certain planes and not others (for example, filter the luma and leave the
chroma alone).
Mode 1 does pure minmax clipping with all eight of a pixel's spatial neighbors. Thus it is identical to
trbarry's Undot filter. It is the safest mode with regards to artifacts, and it preserves thin lines
including their endpoints.
Mode 2 does minmax clipping with the middle six (in value) of a pixel's eight spatial neighbors. It
"does significantly more denoising" than Mode 1, it is still fairly artifact-free, and it preserves thin lines
including their endpoints.
Mode 3 does minmax clipping with the middle four (in value) of a pixel's eight spatial neighbors. It
carries a fair risk of artifacting and may destroy thin lines.
Mode 4 does minmax clipping with the middle two (in value) of a pixel's eight spatial neighbors.
According to Kassandro, it causes the greatest gains in compressibility, but also carries the highest
risk of artifacting and may destroy thin lines. Use with caution.
Mode 5 is edge sensitive, using only "line pairs" of a pixel's spatial neighbors for minmax clipping. It
is quite safe with regards to artifacts, and it preserves thin lines including their endpoints.
Modes 6-8 are edge sensitive modes somewhere between Mode 5 and Mode 9. They preserve thin
lines, but they may cause endpoints to be lost. The higher the mode number, the more likely such
artifacts will occur. At the same time, the higher-numbered modes give better compressibility boosts.
Mode 9 is edge sensitive, using the line pair of a pixel's spatial neighbors with the least difference
between pixels for minmax clipping. It offers better compressibility gains than the other edge sensitive
modes (5-8), but it has problems with thin lines. Use with caution.
Mode 10 is not mentioned anywhere in the documentation, so I have no idea what it does.
Mode 11 blurs all pixels horizontally and vertically with a (1/4, 1/2, 1/4) kernel. I won't say any more
about it, as it differs so much from the other modes. Superseded by Mode 12.
Mode 12 is a significantly faster version of Mode 11. If for some reason you want to use the blur
instead of one of the normal minmax clipping modes, use this and not Mode 11.
Modes 13-16 are bob modes for interlaced source, and this is where I start wondering why on earth
Kassandro included Modes 11-16 in RemoveGrain instead of making them their own separate plugin,
because their functions are so incredibly different from the normal denoising modes. I'm not going to
say anything more about them.
Mode 17 is the "smart mode": It acts like Mode 4 unless Mode 4 would destroy a thin line going
through the current pixel, in which case it switches to a weaker mode. It preserves thin lines but may
lose the endpoints, and it carries moderate risk of artifacts (mostly softness). It offers excellent
compressibility gains and is Kassandro's current personal favorite.
Mode 18 is like Mode 17, except that it also preserves endpoints of thin lines. However, it is not as
good for compression as Mode 17.

Usage notes:

RemoveGrain should be used before cropping, as it cannot change border pixels.
RemoveGrain is fast as hell, so it makes perfect sense to call it multiple times for better denoising. For
example, RemoveGrain(mode=2).RemoveGrain(mode=2) would be perfectly acceptable and would
probably produce a pretty nice result with most sources.
As mentioned above, some modes (esp. 3, 4, and 9) have problems with thin lines. If this gets really bad on
your source, consider using a more line-friendly mode for the chroma (e.g., mode 1, 2, or 5). For example:
RemoveGrain(mode=4,modeU=5) will use mode 4 for the luma but mode 5 for the chroma.
Kassandro gives the following ranking of modes with regard to risk of artifacts, from safest to most risky: 1,
5, 2, 18, 6, 7, 8, 17, 3, 4, 9. If you get too much artifacting with your chosen mode, try switching to a
lower-risk mode.
Kassandro gives the following ranking of modes with regard to compressibility, from greatest compression
gains to least compression gains: 4, 17, 9, 8, 3, 7, 6, 2, 5, 1. Apparently modes 4 and 17 are significantly
better in this respect than the others.
If for some reason RemoveGrain doesn't work on your system, then replace RemoveGrain.dll with
RemoveGrainS.dll in your AVISynth plugins directory. Please note that both .DLL files should never be
together in the plugins directory at the same time.

RemoveGrain is meant for removing noise of the very small variety, on the order of a pixel or so. The changes it



causes are not always the most visible (more subtle than those of, say, Deen or MSmooth), but they can have a
large effect on compressibility. And of course, you can't argue with the speed -- this thing is just blazingly fast. 
This time, I've chosen a reference frame from Angel Sanctuary. We're going to attempt to reduce the noise on
the floor tiles without completely wiping out the texture. As usual, hover your mouse over the original image to
see the frame as filtered with RemoveGrain(mode=17).RemoveGrain(mode=17) (yes, I ran the filter
twice):

The noise on the floor is reduced quite a bit, and as a result, we've managed to shave 40% off the size of the
image file. However, this came at the price of some softening of the lines in the image (especially the details on
the chair have been blurred); it wouldn't be a bad idea to combine this with a sharpener of some kind, or to use
a safer mode.

As long as you don't lose too much detail, RemoveGrain can give you some very handsome compressibility gains.
But if you want to go one step further and use the power of RemoveGrain as part of a very nice spatio-temporal
filter, then you'll want to check out LRemoveDust. Back to top

SmoothD 
Meant as a deblocker but good for general denoising as well. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: SmoothD.dll 
Author: 708145 (Tobias) 
Homepage: http://www.funknmary.de/bergdichter/projekte/video/SmoothD/ 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Slow (15 fps with num_shift=4) 

Defaults: SmoothD(quant=3, num_shift=4, adaptive_shift=0, zero_weight=1) 
Recommended: SmoothD(2,6,0,1) 

http://www.funknmary.de/bergdichter/projekte/video/SmoothD/


Parameters:

quant (1-31) determines the quantizer value used; raising this value strengthens the filtering.
num_shift (1-8) determines the number of shifted versions of each block to use for filtering; raising this
value makes the denoising more accurate but slows the filter down.
adaptive_shift (0 or 1), when set to 1, varies num_shift depending on quant. I've never really seen a
need for this, but maybe it's good for something...
zero_weight (1-8) determines how much weight the original (unshifted) block should get. Raising this
value weakens the filtering but preserves more detail.

Usage notes:

Currently, SmoothD only operates on the luma.
SmoothD should be used before cropping and/or resizing.
If you find too much detail getting lost, raise zero_weight and/or lower quant.

SmoothD is a fairly young filter; it's not even up to a version 0.1 yet. However, it's a very good denoiser that's
capable of posting some impressive compressibility gains. It works by re-applying the JPEG compression process
(I mean DCT-quantize-inverse DCT) on shifted copies of each block (and no, I have no idea how that helps).
Though ostensibly developed for deblocking, it can also be effective against mosquito noise. 
Take a look at this screenshot from FLCL, first unfiltered and then run through SmoothD(2,6,0,3):

The standard warnings against oversmoothing apply, of course. If you don't have much detail to worry about,
then SmoothD might be a very good idea for compressibility purposes. (Especially if you have scenes that need
deblocking, of course.) Back to top

SpaceDust 
The spatial filter from the Dust family. Subtle but effective. 



Type: Plugin 
Found in file: DustV5.dll 
Author: Steady 
Homepage: none 
Colorspaces: RGB24, RGB32, or YUY2 (note: NO YV12 SUPPORT) 
Interlacing: Progressive only (I believe) 
Speed: Fast! (180+ fps) 

Defaults: SpaceDust() 
Parameters: There's only one, and it's not worth mentioning.

Usage notes:

IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do NOT support YV12. This is because they were written for AVISynth
2.0.x, which was incapable of working in the YV12 colorspace; a version for AVISynth 2.5.x was never
coded. If you try to feed SpaceDust YV12 input, your application will suddenly quit without warning. Always
convert to YUY2 first.
IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do not autoload. Again, this is because they were written for AVISynth
2.0.x and not 2.5.x. To use them, you first have to load a plugin called LoadPluginEx2.dll (in a separate
directory from your default plugins directory, because it will break autoloading otherwise); I've taken care
of this for you in an autoloading .AVSI helper script. Then you manually load DustV5.dll by putting the
following line before calling the filter: LoadPlugin("C:\avs25\plugins\DustV5.dll") (of course, replace
the path given with the path to your AVISynth plugins directory).
IMPORTANT: Do not call the Dust filters more than once in one script. This also means that if you
use SpaceDust in a script, you can't use FaeryDust, PixieDust, or GoldDust in that same script.
SpaceDust should probably be used after cropping and resizing, but I'm not sure about this.

SpaceDust is the spatial-only filter from the Dust family of filters, coded by Steady for AVISynth 2.0.x (a version
for 2.5.x was never released). I have no idea how it works, so don't ask (and the source code was never
released, so I couldn't figure it out that way either). All I know is that it's reasonably fast and can reduce noise
and improve compressibility fairly nicely. If I remember correctly, the visual effects aren't as blatant as those of
(say) Deen either. 
The biggest complaint about the Dust filters is that they tend to cause blocking, but this shouldn't be much of an
issue with SpaceDust. As far as I can tell, the only noticeable harm SpaceDust does is in slight blurring of details.
However, if either of these becomes a problem for you, then about all you can do about it is drop it and use a
different filter (unfortunately).

Once again, it's back to Neon Genesis Evangelion (not Platinum) for this comparison shot (hover over image to
see filtered version):



You may notice... um... only the tiniest difference between the images. Heck, even I can't find anything that really
sticks out as a noticeable difference. But the .PNG of the filtered version is 25% smaller than the original, and
one can't argue with that. Again, don't ask me how it does it, because I have no idea. Let's just say "it's
awesome" and leave it at that. :) 
Because the effect is so subtle, SpaceDust can probably be combined with other smoothers to good effect.

In conclusion, SpaceDust is a fine choice for many sources; the effects are subtle, but the compressibility gains
can be very nice. Plus, it's fast too. However, if you want to take full advantage of the Dust filters and do some
stronger filtering, you might want to look into PixieDust and/or GoldDust; SpaceDust was meant mainly for those
looking for maximum speed out of the Dust filters. Back to top

TBilateral 
A filter that uses bilateral smoothing. Slow but effective. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: TBilateral.dll 
Author: Tritical 
Homepage: http://www.missouri.edu/~kes25c/ 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or field-based 
Speed: Slow to very slow (8 fps at default settings; increasing diameter slows even more) 

I'm not actually going to write up this filter yet, because it's quite complicated and very slow (though it's often
very effective); I'll cover the other filters first, and hopefully I'll get to writing this one up eventually. Back to top

UnDot 
Simple minmax clipping for cheap, risk-free compressibility gains. 

http://www.missouri.edu/~kes25c/


Type: Plugin 
Found in file: UnDot.dll 
Author: Trbarry 
Homepage: http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or interlaced (I don't know why interlaced wouldn't work, at least) 
Speed: Insanely FAST!! (800+ fps)

Defaults: UnDot() 
Parameters: None!

Usage notes:

In YV12 mode, UnDot filters both luma and chroma; however, in YUY2 mode, it only filters luma.

UnDot's theory of operation is very simple: it clips each pixel to stay within the mininum and maximum values of
its eight spatial neighbors (pure minmax clipping, therefore identical to RemoveGrain(mode=1)). This doesn't
produce a very visible effect at all, but it helps compressibility. Because UnDot can be used without losing any
details* and with hardly any speed penalty, it's a good filter to use before other smoothers. 
* Exception: Do NOT use UnDot if your video contains any dither dissolves. Since these rely on single
isolated pixels being from a different clip than those around them, UnDot will destroy the effect by whipping those
deviant pixels into line with their surroundings.

Because the visual effect of UnDot is barely noticeable, it's pointless to provide a comparison screenshot for it. So
I won't. Back to top

UnFilter 
The smoothing side of UnFilter is meant to counteract overdone edge enhancement on DVDs. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: UnFilter.dll 
Author: Trbarry 
Homepage: http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or field-based (I believe) 
Speed: Insanely FAST!! (800+ fps with HSharp=-10, VSharp=-10)

Defaults: NONE (will give an "Invalid arguments" error if you try calling it without any parameters!) 
Recommended (for porn smoothing): UnFilter(HSharp=-5, VSharp=-5) 
Parameters:

HSharp and VSharp (-100 to 100) determine the amount of sharpening/smoothing to be done in the
horizontal and vertical directions respectively. -100 gives the smoothest result, 100 the sharpest; 0 does
nothing.

Usage notes:

Positive values of HSharp and VSharp will sharpen in the respective direction; negative values will smooth.
So for smoothing purposes, you always want negative values; -100 is maximum smoothing while 0 is none
at all.
Frame width must be a multiple of 2, but if your video is YUY2 or YV12, this should be true already.

UnFilter is a dual-purpose filter: it can be used for either sharpening or smoothing. Both sides were meant to
counteract detrimental practices in DVD authoring (its sharpening was meant to reverse oversmoothing; its
smoothing was meant to reverse overdone edge enhancement). 
When used as a smoother, UnFilter can provide nice compressibility gains, especially considering the blazing
speed. However, it works mainly against sharp edges, and anime is full of those. So just make sure you're not
smoothing so much that you start losing details. 
The recommended values should be safe for most sources; for even better compressibility, lower the values of
the arguments (that means closer to -100, not closer to 0, just so we're clear). But if you find that even the

http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm
http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm


recommended values are hurting your edges too much, then use a different filter. Back to top

VagueDenoiser 
A wavelet-based denoiser, subtle but effective. A personal favorite. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: VagueDenoiser.dll 
Author: Lefungus, Kurosu, and Fizick 
Homepage: http://avisynth.org.ru/vague/vaguedenoiser.html 
Colorspaces: RGB24, RGB32, YUY2, or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or interlaced 
Speed: Average to slow (30 fps in YV12, 22 fps in YUY2; most settings made very little difference)

Defaults: VagueDenoiser(threshold=0, method=3, nsteps=4, chromaT=-1, interlaced=false) 
Recommended: VagueDenoiser(threshold=2, method=3, nsteps=6, chromaT=2.0) 
Parameters:

threshold (any float, apparently) determines the strength of the luma filtering. Setting this less than 0
disables luma smoothing; setting it equal to 0 causes the filter to estimate the strength automatically for
each scene (adaptive thresholding).
method (0 to 3) determines what filtering method will be used:

Method 0 is hard thresholding, where all values below the threshold are zeroed. This method can
support higher threshold values than the others before the video starts looking oversmoothed.
Method 1 is soft thresholding, where all values below the threshold are zeroed and all values above
the threshold are reduced by the threshold.
Method 2 is adaptive thresholding, which means that the threshold is scaled depending on the
wavelet data.
Method 3 is Qian's (garrote) thresholding, somewhere in between hard and soft thresholding.
Currently, this is the preferred method to use.
Method 4 is a uniformly smooth shrinking function; I admit I have no idea what that means as far as
results go.

nsteps (1 to about 8) determines the number of times the wavelet will decompose the picture. Higher
values give more accurate results at the expense of speed (though I have not detected a speed difference).
chromaT (any float, apparently) sets a threshold for chroma filtering. If this is less than 0, then the filter
won't touch the chroma at all. If chromaT=0, then adaptive thresholding is used for the chroma.
interlaced (true or false), when true, will process the clip's fields separately.

Usage notes:

If using VagueDenoiser with interlaced content, be sure to set interlaced=true.
Oddly enough, raising threshold and/or nsteps seems to have no great effect on the speed of this filter.
Therefore the only drawback to using stronger settings is the possibility of oversmoothing.
If VagueDenoiser is oversmoothing your image, you might want to consider method=0. If that doesn't
work, then reduce the threshold.

VagueDenoiser translates frames into the wavelet domain, filters the coefficients, and then does an inverse
wavelet transform. I admit I don't know just what that means, except it's kind of like the DCT-quant-iDCT process
of JPEG compression, except it doesn't use DCT. I know, not very helpful. But somehow, it denoises and boosts
compressibility without washing out the frame. Absolute Destiny describes it as "turning blocky noise into... noise
which is more vague looking", and I'd say that's about right. The effect really is nice though, most of the time. 
Let me make no bones about it: I really like this filter. I use it in most of my encodes, and in all of my filter tests,
it always seems to help compressibility noticeably without hurting details or blurring too much (as filters like Deen
are more prone to do). The only other spatial smoother I can think of that aids compressibility AND preserves
detail so well is SpaceDust.

Here, have another Neon Genesis Evangelion (not Platinum) reference frame (hover over image to see version
filtered with VagueDenoiser(threshold=6,method=3,nsteps=6,chromaT=2.0)):

http://avisynth.org.ru/vague/vaguedenoiser.html


Look at any area of what's supposed to be flat color, and you'll see the noise being smoothed away -- not
removed completely, but reduced and made much less obvious. Isn't it much nicer that way? But of course, I only
used settings that strong because the source was so bad; such a high threshold would probably be overkill on
most sources. Besides, lower thresholds preserve even more detail. :)

One more note: If it's your goal in life to hunt down and destroy mosquito noise wherever it may be found, then
you might be better off using a different denoiser. VagueDenoiser doesn't seem to do as well on mosquito noise
as it does on blocky noise and fluctuations in large flat areas. Back to top
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Scintilla's Guide to AVISynth Postprocessing Filters: Temporal
Smoothers

FaeryDust - FluxSmooth - TemporalCleaner

( Home - Spatial Smoothers - Spatio-Temporal Smoothers - Sharpeners - Dealing with Dot Crawl - Dealing with Rainbows )

Intro

While the more intuitive spatial smoothers smooth out the differences between different pixels in the same frame,
temporal smoothers aim to improve compressibility and/or visual quality by smoothing out the changes of pixels
between different frames. Though this usually doesn't have as noticeable of an effect (unless it causes ghosting
artifacts, natch!), it can often improve compressibility more than spatial smoothing. This is because distribution
codecs such as MPEG-1, XviD, and DivX use P-frames and B-frames that only store differences between the
current frame and the previous (or previous and next) one instead of storing an entire image. 

But because the visual differences are so slight, I'm going to dispense with screenshots for this page and just
give the straight-up 411.

FaeryDust 
The temporal filter from the Dust family. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: DustV5.dll 
Author: Steady 
Homepage: None 
Colorspaces: RGB24, RGB32, or YUY2 (note: NO YV12 SUPPORT) 
Interlacing: Progressive only (I believe) 
Speed: Slow to very slow (7-14 fps at default settings, depending on scene changes, crossfades, etc.) 

Defaults: FaeryDust(limit=2) 
Parameters:

limit (1-8) determines the maximum amount FaeryDust can change each pixel by; if a pixel would have
been changed by more than this value, it is changed by exactly this value instead. Raising this value will
increase the strength of the smoothing (but may hurt details).

Usage notes:

IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do NOT support YV12. This is because they were written for AVISynth
2.0.x, which was incapable of working in the YV12 colorspace; a version for AVISynth 2.5.x was never
coded. If you try to feed FaeryDust YV12 input, your application will suddenly quit without warning. Always
convert to YUY2 first.
IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do not autoload. Again, this is because they were written for AVISynth
2.0.x and not 2.5.x. To use them, you first have to load a plugin called LoadPluginEx2.dll (in a separate
directory from your default plugins directory, because it will break autoloading otherwise); I've taken care
of this for you in an autoloading .AVSI helper script. Then you manually load DustV5.dll by putting the
following line before calling the filter: LoadPlugin("C:\avs25\plugins\DustV5.dll") (of course, replace
the path given with the path to your AVISynth plugins directory).
IMPORTANT: Do not call the Dust filters more than once in one script. This also means that if you
use FaeryDust in a script, you can't use SpaceDust, PixieDust, or GoldDust in that same script.
FaeryDust should probably be used after cropping and resizing, but I'm not sure about this.

FaeryDust is the temporal-only filter from the Dust family of filters, coded by Steady for AVISynth 2.0.x (a version
for 2.5.x was never released). All I know about its theory of operation is that it uses some kind of motion
compensation. According to Steady, it should preserve the maximum detail of all the Dust filters, but raising the
limit setting too far may negate this. 
Personally, I don't use it that much, probably because it's just as slow as PixieDust but doesn't offer nearly as
impressive compressibility gains. However, it definitely doesn't cause as much blockiness as PixieDust. Still, I

http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html


would suggest trying SpaceDust before FaeryDust, if only because of the speed issue. Back to top

FluxSmooth 
Targets fluctuating pixels. Comes in two flavors. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: FluxSmooth.dll 
Author: SansGrip 
Homepage: http://kvcd.net/sansgrip/avisynth/ 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or interlaced (FluxSmoothT), or progressive only (FluxSmoothST) 
Speed: Fast! (300+ fps for FluxSmoothT; 140+ fps for FluxSmoothST) 

Defaults: FluxSmoothT(temporal_threshold=7) 
or FluxSmoothST(temporal_threshold=7, spatial_threshold=7) 

Parameters:

temporal_threshold (-1 to 255?) determines how close to the current pixel's value a temporal neighbor
pixel has to be in order to be included in the averaging. Raising this value will increase the strength of the
smoothing (but may introduce ghosting). If set to -1, then no temporal smoothing occurs (cannot be set to
-1 with FluxSmoothT).
spatial_threshold (-1 to 255?) determines how close to the current pixel's value a spatial neighbor pixel
has to be in order to be included in the averaging. Raising this value will increase the strength of the
smoothing (but may introduce blurring). If set to -1, then no spatial smoothing occurs (but in that case, you
should just be using FluxSmoothT anyway).

Usage notes:

Many of you may be looking at FluxSmoothST and wondering "WTH? That's a spatio-temporal smoother! Why is
it on this page?" Well, in order to answer that, I have to explain the theory of operation of FluxSmooth. 
FluxSmooth only corrects a pixel if it has a value that's either lower or higher than the values of BOTH its
temporal neighbor pixels (a.k.a. the same pixel in the previous and next frames). SansGrip refers to these as
fluctuating pixels, hence the filter's name. The idea is that such a pixel is more likely to be noise than signal. 
So you see, in order to decide which pixels should be changed, FluxSmooth makes only temporal considerations,
no spatial ones. That's why it goes on the temporal smoothers page.

In my experience, FluxSmooth (at least FluxSmoothST) is very good at preserving detail while still helping
compressibility, and it would probably make a good filter to go before other, more heavy-duty smoothers.
Personally, what I'd really like to see is another threshold that could be used to ignore pixels that are fluctuating
by more than a certain amount... Back to top

TemporalCleaner 
Simple, fast, safe temporal smoother. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: TemporalCleaner.dll 
Author: Vlad59 after Jim Casaburi 
Homepage: None 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or interlaced 
Speed: FAST! (300+ fps) 

Defaults: TemporalCleaner(ythresh=5, cthresh=10) 

Parameters:

ythresh (1-255?) determines how close the previous pixel's luma has to be to that of the current pixel in
order for averaging to occur. Vlad59 advises that this not be raised higher than about 8, in the interests of

http://kvcd.net/sansgrip/avisynth/


not introducing ghosting.
cthresh (1-255?) determines how close the previous pixel's chroma has to be to that of the current pixel in
order for averaging to occur. However, if the luma difference for a pixel is above ythresh, then this is
ignored and the chroma is automatically left as is. So this parameter can normally safely be set higher than
ythresh.

Usage notes:

TemporalCleaner's theory of operation is very simple: if a pixel differs from the same pixel in the previous frame
by less than a threshold, the pixel is replaced by the average of itself and the previous pixel. That's it (but see
the note above about the chroma). 
Personally, I haven't found TemporalCleaner to be as effective as the other temporal smoothers such as
FluxSmooth. However, it's undeniably very fast, and I've never seen it introduce any artifacts or wreck any details
at the default settings. Back to top
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Scintilla's Guide to AVISynth Postprocessing Filters: Spatio-
Temporal Smoothers

DeGrainMedian - FFT3DFilter - GoldDust - HQDN3D - LRemoveDust - PixieDust

( Home - Spatial Smoothers - Temporal Smoothers - Sharpeners - Dealing with Dot Crawl - Dealing with Rainbows )

Intro

So, you've got your spatial smoothers, which denoise/smooth among the pixels in individual frames (smoothing
across the plane). Then you've got your temporal smoothers, which smooth out differences between pixels in
different frames (smoothing across time). And then you've got spatio-temporal denoisers, which are basically a
little from Column A and a little from Column B: they do denoising/smoothing across both time AND space
(therefore 3 dimensions). And why not? They can often be highly effective.

DeGrainMedian 
Meant ostensibly for grain removal but also useful for general denoising. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: DeGrainMedian.dll 
Author: Fizick 
Homepage: http://avisynth.org.ru/degrain/degrainmedian.html 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Interlaced or progressive 
Speed: Fast! (190+ fps) 

Defaults: DeGrainMedian(limitY=4, limitUV=6, mode=1, interlaced=false) 
Parameters:

limitY (0-255) determines the maximum amount by which DeGrainMedian may change a pixel's luma value.
If the luma would have been changed by more than this value, it is changed by exactly this value instead.
Higher values will increase the strength of the denoising (but going too high may cause overblurring).
limitUV (0-255) determines the maximum amount by which DeGrainMedian may change a pixel's chroma
value. Everything just said about limitY also applies here.
mode (0-5) determines the filter's operation mode; all you need to know about it is that higher values will
weaken the smoothing. The higher you set mode, the higher you can usually safely set limitY and
limitUV.
interlaced (true/false) should be set to true if your source is interlaced.

Usage notes:

DeGrainMedian should be applied before other denoisers.
DeGrainMedian can be stacked twice to good effect if the limits are low enough.
limitUV can usually be safely set to higher values than limitY.
If DeGrainMedian is oversmoothing your image, try a higher value of mode; if that doesn't work, reduce
your limitY and/or limitUV.
Obviously, if your source is interlaced, be sure to set interlaced=true.

Back to top

FFT3DFilter 
A denoiser that makes use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). It can also be used for limited sharpening. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: FFT3DFilter.dll 
Author: Fizick 
Homepage: http://avisynth.org.ru/fft3dfilter/fft3dfilter.html 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 

http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html
http://avisynth.org.ru/degrain/degrainmedian.html
http://avisynth.org.ru/fft3dfilter/fft3dfilter.html


Interlacing: Progressive or interlaced 
Speed: Slow (14 fps at default settings)

Defaults: FFT3DFilter(sigma=2.0, plane=0, bw=48, bh=48, bt=3, ow=16, oh=16, sharpen=0,
interlaced=false) 
Parameters:

sigma (any float > 0 ) indicates the noise level of the video. Increasing this value will strengthen the
denoising but may introduce oversmoothing or gridding artifacts.
plane (0-4) determines what color planes the filter should process:

plane=0 processes only the luma.
plane=1 processes only the U chroma channel (the blue offset).
plane=2 processes only the V chroma channel (the red offset).
plane=3 processes both chroma channels.
plane=4 processes all three channels (luma and chroma).

bw and bh (any positive integers) determine the width and height respectively of the blocks to be used for
the transforms. Lowering these values will speed up the filter but may make gridding artifacts more likely;
raising them may improve denoising but will slow down the filter. Setting these too high or too low may
make the filter useless; Fizick recommends values from about 32 to 64.
bt (-1 to 4) determines the nature of the temporal element of the filtering:

bt=-1 does sharpening only without denoising, 2D only. (If you use this mode, make sure to
specify a value for the sharpen parameter; otherwise the filter will do nothing.)
bt=0 does Kalman filtering that takes into account all previous frames, allowing for stronger noise
reduction than the Wiener modes.
bt=1 does 2D Wiener filtering (spatial only).
bt=2 does 3D Wiener filtering taking into account the previous frame.
bt=3 does 3D Wiener filtering taking into account the previous frame and the next frame.
bt=4 does 3D Wiener filtering taking into account the two previous frames and the next frame.

ow and oh (any positive integers less than half of bw and bh respectively) determine the overlap width and
height for each block. Larger values will reduce gridding/blockiness/ringing but will slow down the filter.
sharpen (any float?) determines sharpening strength; by default this is set to 0, for no sharpening at all.
Fizick recommends values of about 0.3 to 1.0 if you want to sharpen; anything higher than about 2 is
probably a bad idea. Negative values will actually have the opposite effect, softening your edges (somewhat
similar to UnFilter's behaviour).
interlaced (true/false) should be set to true if your source video is interlaced.

Usage notes:

If you encounter gridding artifacts, then try one or more of the following:
Increase ow and/or oh
Increase bw and/or bh
Decrease sigma

FFT3DFilter can also do sharpening in conjunction with denoising; if you wish to do so, set sharpen to
something higher than 0 (but keep in mind that this will counteract your compression gains somewhat). If
you only want it to do sharpening (no denoising), then set bt=-1 as well.
Of course, if you encounter oversmoothing, then reduce sigma.

... Geez. Is there anything this filter can't do? On top of general denoising, it also combats mosquito noise and
even removes dirt and spots. It's kind of like VagueDenoiser, except it uses the Fast Fourier Transform instead of
wavelet transforms and it works in 3D instead of just the spatial domain. This also means that even if you overdo
the smoothing, the effect usually isn't too bad -- an overdone FFT3DFilter is more of a blur than a washing-out
(as opposed to, say, Deen). Heck, on top of the denoising, it can even sharpen your image if you want.

I originally didn't think I would be posting any comparison frames on this page, but I found one for which the
effect was so striking that I simply had to. It's from Fushigi Yuugi: Eikou Den, episode 1, as filtered with
FFT3DFilter(sigma=3,bw=32,bh=32,ow=16,oh=16,plane=4) (hover your mouse over the image to see
the filtered version):



I think you'll agree that the difference is quite stunning; pick almost any mosquito noise on the original frame --
there's plenty to choose from -- and watch it disappear in the filtered frame. Higher sigma values will pound the
noise even further into the ground, but often at the cost of harming other scenes by softening details. Back to top

GoldDust 
The "heavier" spatio-temporal filter from the Dust family, meant for maximum noise removal. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: DustV5.dll 
Author: Steady 
Homepage: None 
Colorspaces: RGB24, RGB32, or YUY2 (note: NO YV12 SUPPORT) 
Interlacing: Progressive only (I believe) 
Speed: Slow to very slow (8-16 fps at default settings, depending on scene changes, crossfades, etc.) 

Defaults: GoldDust(limit=8) 
Parameters:

limit (1-??) determines the maximum amount GoldDust can change each pixel by; if a pixel would have
been changed by more than this value, it is changed by exactly this value instead. Raising this value will
increase the strength of the smoothing (but may hurt details).

Usage notes:

IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do NOT support YV12. This is because they were written for AVISynth
2.0.x, which was incapable of working in the YV12 colorspace; a version for AVISynth 2.5.x was never
coded. If you try to feed GoldDust YV12 input, your application will suddenly quit without warning. Always
convert to YUY2 first.
IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do not autoload. Again, this is because they were written for AVISynth



2.0.x and not 2.5.x. To use them, you first have to load a plugin called LoadPluginEx2.dll (in a separate
directory from your default plugins directory, because it will break autoloading otherwise); I've taken care
of this for you in an autoloading .AVSI helper script. Then you manually load DustV5.dll by putting the
following line before calling the filter: LoadPlugin("C:\avs25\plugins\DustV5.dll") (of course, replace
the path given with the path to your AVISynth plugins directory).
IMPORTANT: Do not call the Dust filters more than once in one script. This also means that if you
use GoldDust in a script, you can't use SpaceDust, FaeryDust, or PixieDust in that same script.
GoldDust should probably be used after cropping and resizing, but I'm not sure about this.

GoldDust is the "heavier", "not really very developed yet" filter from the Dust family of filters, coded by Steady for
AVISynth 2.0.x (a version for 2.5.x was never released). All I know about its theory of operation is that it uses
some kind of motion compensation. According to Steady, it should provide the maximum noise removal of any of
the Dust filters. It can certainly provide some VERY handsome compressibility gains (some of the best I've seen
from any single filter), but this often will come at the expense of some details. However, such loss can often be
mitigated through use of the Repair filter, and in such a manner as this:

input=last.ConvertToYV12() 
LoadPlugin("C:\avs25\plugins\DustV5.dll") 
ConvertToYUY2().GoldDust().ConvertToYV12() 
Repair(last,input)

Repair is a very handy filter; the idea is to restore details to a filtered clip from the original while keeping the
noise filtered out. It really proves its usefulness with denoisers as strong as GoldDust, and the end result can
often be very nice indeed.

The number one complaint about the Dust filters is blockiness; Repair may help some with this, but if you get this
problem and you can't alleviate it, then you should probably switch to a different filter. Back to top

HQDN3D 
A 3D denoiser that targets high-frequency noise. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: hqdn3d.dll 
Author: Loren Merritt after Daniel Moreno 
Homepage: http://akuvian.org/src/avisynth/hqdn3d/ 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only (at least, it shouldn't be nearly as effective on field-based footage) 
Speed: Average (65+ fps at default settings)

Defaults: HQDN3D(ls=4.0, cs=3.0, lt=6.0, ct=4.5) 
Parameters:

ls and cs (0-255 float) are the strengths of the spatial filtering on the luma and chroma respectively.
Increasing these values will improve the smoothing but may overblur; anything above about 10 is probably
not a good idea.
lt and ct (0-255 float) are the strengths of the temporal filtering on the luma and chroma respectively.
Increasing these values will improve the smoothing but may cause ghosting; anything above about 13 is
probably not a good idea.

Usage notes:

If your image looks oversmoothed (watch especially for chroma bleeding!), reduce ls and cs; if you notice
ghosting/frame blending, reduce lt and ct. That's all there is to it.

HQDN3D stands for "High Quality Denoiser in 3D"; it claims to perform a "3-way low-pass filter" (which probably
means some kind of wave transform is involved), aimed at killing noise while keeping blending artifacts low.
However, how well it succeeds at this depends on your source and your settings; it seems to do better when the
details are strong (by that I mean dark, well-defined edges). It is a rather good denoiser and does not suffer from
the blocking problems of PixieDust, which is reason enough to give it a look. Also, it's faster than PixieDust,
FFT3DFilter, Deen, etc. There's not much else to say about it. Back to top

http://akuvian.org/src/avisynth/hqdn3d/


LRemoveDust 
A scripted denoiser that uses the power of Kassandro's filters (RemoveGrain et al.). 

Type: Script function 
Requires: RemoveGrain (any one of the four DLLs), Repair (ditto), SSETools (ditto) 
Author: Didée, using Kassandro's filters 
Homepage: http://forum.doom9.org/showthread.php?s=&threadid=79751&pagenumber=5 is probably your best
bet. 
Colorspaces: YV12 only (Actually, there's a YUY2 version, but I'm not going to talk about it because getting it
to work right can be a pain. If you can work it, then more power to you.) 
Interlacing: Progressive only (at least, it shouldn't be nearly as effective on field-based footage) 
Speed: FAST! (250+ fps in most scenes, at default settings)

Defaults: LRemoveDust_YV12(clmode=17, limit=2) 
Parameters:

clmode (0-18) determines what mode to use for the call to RemoveGrain in the script; I list all 18 modes
here, and I'm not going to do it again. Don't use modes 13-16 for this.
limit (0-???) determines the limit parameter to use for the call to LimitChange in the script; I have no idea
what this does, because I don't know where to get documentation for LimitChange (it's not included in the
RemoveGrain documentation, unfortunately). It probably limits how much each pixel can be changed by the
function, but don't quote me. Thankfully, the default value of 2 seems to work well enough.

Usage notes:

LRemoveDust, as far as I can tell, stands for "Limited RemoveDust", Didée's modification of Kassandro's original
RemoveDust script (found in the RemoveGrain documentation); it works by:

Applying Clense [sic], basically a version of RemoveDirt (not to be confused with RemoveGrain) that offers
NO protection against artifacts.
Fixing the artifacts from the first step with Repair.
Applying RemoveGrain to the repaired video.
Applying LimitChange to the result (compared to the original input video); I believe this simply limits how
much each pixel can change from the original to the final result, hence the "limited" part of the name.

While it may not have motion compensation capabilities like the Dust filters do, LRemoveDust is still an excellent
3D denoiser. It's also one of the fastest (due to Kassandro optimizing his filters to hell and back), and it seems to
retain plenty of detail. In addition, it does not suffer from the blocking problems of PixieDust. I highly recommend
it. Back to top

PixieDust 
The spatio-temporal filter from the Dust family meant for maximum compression. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: DustV5.dll 
Author: Steady 
Homepage: None 
Colorspaces: RGB24, RGB32, or YUY2 (note: NO YV12 SUPPORT) 
Interlacing: Progressive only (I believe) 
Speed: Very slow (4-9 fps at default settings, depending on scene changes, crossfades, etc.) 

Defaults: PixieDust(limit=5) 
Parameters:

limit (1-8?) determines the maximum amount PixieDust can change each pixel by; if a pixel would have
been changed by more than this value, it is changed by exactly this value instead. Raising this value will
increase the strength of the smoothing (but may hurt details).

Usage notes:

http://forum.doom9.org/showthread.php?s=&threadid=79751&pagenumber=5


IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do NOT support YV12. This is because they were written for AVISynth
2.0.x, which was incapable of working in the YV12 colorspace; a version for AVISynth 2.5.x was never
coded. If you try to feed PixieDust YV12 input, your application will suddenly quit without warning. Always
convert to YUY2 first.
IMPORTANT: The Dust filters do not autoload. Again, this is because they were written for AVISynth
2.0.x and not 2.5.x. To use them, you first have to load a plugin called LoadPluginEx2.dll (in a separate
directory from your default plugins directory, because it will break autoloading otherwise); I've taken care
of this for you in an autoloading .AVSI helper script. Then you manually load DustV5.dll by putting the
following line before calling the filter: LoadPlugin("C:\avs25\plugins\DustV5.dll") (of course, replace
the path given with the path to your AVISynth plugins directory).
IMPORTANT: Do not call the Dust filters more than once in one script. This also means that if you
use PixieDust in a script, you can't use SpaceDust, FaeryDust, or GoldDust in that same script.
PixieDust should probably be used after cropping and resizing, but I'm not sure about this.

This is it. This is the standard, the spatio-temporal compression monster to which all others were compared for a
long time. If you're really desperate to get your AMV packed into the smallest file possible, you should not ignore
this filter.

As with the other Dusts (except SpaceDust), all I know about its theory of operation is that it uses some kind of
motion compensation. According to Steady, it should provide the maximum compression gains of any of the Dust
filters; it certainly does usually provide awesome compressibility gains. Its two major downsides (for both of which
it is notorious) are its painfully slow speed and the blocky noise it often causes. However, such blockiness can
often be mitigated through use of the Repair filter, and in such a manner as this:

input=last.ConvertToYV12() 
LoadPlugin("C:\avs25\plugins\DustV5.dll") 
ConvertToYUY2().PixieDust().ConvertToYV12() 
Repair(last,input)

Repair is a very handy filter; the idea is to restore details to a filtered clip from the original while keeping the
noise filtered out. Though with PixieDust you usually have to worry more about introducing blocks than about
killing details, it turns out Repair can also help with the blocks.

Something to watch out for: Here you can find a screenshot from my FLCL video "My Evil Alien" after having
been run through PixieDust. This frame is taken from the middle of a fade in from black; it's on such fades
to/from black that I usually find PixieDust to cause the most blocking. I mean, look at the sky. Uuuuugly. But on
the plus side, the file size is nice and low. Back to top
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Scintilla's Guide to AVISynth Postprocessing Filters: Sharpeners
aWarpSharp - DeHalo_Alpha - FastLineDarken - LimitedSharpenFaster - mfToonLite - 

MSharpen - PSharpen - SSXSharpen - Toon - UnFilter - vmToon - WarpSharp

( Home - Spatial Smoothers - Temporal Smoothers - Spatio-Temporal Smoothers - Dealing with Dot Crawl - Dealing with Rainbows )

Intro

Sharpening is the antithesis of spatial smoothing: it tries to accent, to enhance, to bring out the differences
between pixels instead of trying to reduce them. And this usually hurts compressibility (but not always; for
example, the warpsharpeners may actually help it).

So why would you want to do it? Easy answer: because The Sharper Image sharper images are nice to look at;
well-defined edges are more pleasing to the eye than wimpy ones. And it just so turns out that we've got a few
AVISynth filters that are meant just for enhancement of edges such as those found in anime, as well as those
that aren't but still work well for our purposes. So here are some of them.

It should be noted that DeHalo_Alpha is NOT actually a sharpener; it's meant to reduce haloing, an artifact
some sharpeners can leave behind if you overdo it (though you may also have halos in your source video before
any processing). I didn't feel quite right putting it on the spatial smoothers page. Also, you may notice that the
well-known mfToon is not on the list. That's because, in its more recent incarnations, its name was changed first
to vmToon and then to just Toon. 
One last note: these sharpeners should always be applied AFTER you've smoothed your image with the filters
on the previous pages. If you sharpen before smoothing, the sharpening can accentuate noise, making it harder
for the smoothers to remove.

aWarpSharp 
A different warpsharper by MarcFD; meant for anime 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: aWarpSharp.dll 
Author: MarcFD 
Homepage: http://ziquash.chez-alice.fr/ 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Fast 

Defaults: aWarpSharp(depth=16.0, blurlevel=2) 
Parameters:

depth (0-64 float) determines the amount of warping. It directly affects how thin your lines will end up.
blurlevel (1-4) can "give a big boost to the warpsharpening" (MarcFD) for a given depth setting, at the
expense of speed. If you find that the warping is distorting certain shapes too much, try lowering this
parameter first.

Usage notes:

It has been reported that aWarpSharp can sometimes make straight lines curved. If you notice that this is a
problem with your source, use the standard WarpSharp instead.
It has also been reported that aWarpSharp can cause green garbage on edges at certain resolutions.
Oftentimes, you would be cropping these edges out afterwards anyway; but if you have this problem and
you really need the original edges for some reason, then look into the internal AVISynth functions
StackHorizontal and StackVertical.

aWarpSharp is a warpsharpening filter from MarcFD that claims to use a different algorithm from other
warpsharpeners, and it appears to be optimized for anime sources. For those of you who have read this far and
are wondering just what "warpsharpening" is, it is a sharpening method that differs from normal convolution-
based sharpening in that it actually warps the image, expanding large flat areas and thinning lines.

http://www.aquilinestudios.org/avsfilters/derainbowers.html
http://ziquash.chez-alice.fr/


Warpsharpening is therefore very useful for older anime sources that have fat edges, as demonstrated by the
following screenshot from Episode 24 of A.D. Vision's original R1 release of Neon Genesis Evangelion, treated with
AWarpSharp(depth=22.0, blurlevel=2) (hover to see filtered version):

The difference is clear ClearEyes -- AND, would you believe that the warpsharpened image is actually MORE
compressible than the original (shaved 32 KB off the size of the PNG)? Bet you didn't expect to read THAT
anywhere on the sharpeners page. 
As if that wasn't enough, this and other warpsharpeners can also help with dot crawl (though it's still better to
use a dedicated dot crawl filter, such as DeDot, if possible; we'll get to those on a later page).

Something to watch out for: Unfortunately, it's easy to go overboard with warpsharpeners. Here is an example
of what can happen when you do (settings: AWarpSharp(depth=50.0, blurlevel=2)). The lines are getting so
thin as to almost disappear at points, and the warping is beginning to make some shapes break up; Kaoru's eyes
in particular look odd. So for the love of Pen-Pen, watch your settings and please don't do this. Back to top

DeHalo_Alpha 
NOT a sharpener, but useful for reducing halo artifacts that can occur when sharpening. 

Type: Script function 
Requires: MT_MaskTools (aka MaskTools v2.0), Repair (any one of the four DLLs) 
Author: Didée (using plugins by Kurosu, Manao, and Kassandro); migrated to MaskTools 2.0 by Foxyshadis 
Homepage: doom9 forum 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Slow (but improves to average if ss=1)

Defaults: DeHalo_alpha(rx=2.0, ry=2.0, darkstr=1.0, brightstr=1.0, lowsens=50, highsens=50,
ss=1.5) 
Parameters:

http://forum.doom9.org/showthread.php?p=738264#post738264


rx and ry (any float > 1) are the factors by which the image is downsized (horizontally and vertically,
respectively) in order to catch the halos. Higher values will catch more halos, but watch out for blocky
artifacts. Reduce the values if you want a subtler dehaloing, but at 1 or lower, the effect is gone.
darkstr and brightstr (any float > 0) determine how much the dark and bright pixels in the halos are
brightened and darkened, respectively. So if the bright areas are still too bright, then raise brightstr, and
vice versa. I wouldn't recommend going much higher than 3 on these; that's when things seem to start
getting ugly.
lowsens and highsens (any float > 0) are two parameters I haven't quite been able to work out. Best I
can figure is that they seem to control the levels of influence of the downsized image and the normal image
in determining the mask that is used for the dehaloing (to limit the image processing to edges only). If you
turn up lowsens to 255 or higher, at which point the mask is derived completely from the downsized
image, you'll see what I mean.
ss (any float > 0) is the supersampling factor used near the end of the process. As usual, increasing this
value will reduce aliasing but will slow the script down. You can also turn off the supersampling entirely by
setting ss=1, which makes the filter 3+ times faster than the default settings. But don't go lower than 1, as
it's pointless and the results are ugly.

Usage notes:

Haloing is what often happens when you oversharpen an image. If you see a large flat area of color that suddenly
gets brighter when it gets right up against a dark edge, that's haloing. It's caused by what's known as
"overshooting" in convolution-based sharpeners: the sharpener does its work by amplifying the difference
between adjacent pixels, but if the difference makes (say) brightened pixels significantly brighter than their
OTHER neighbors that were originally SUPPOSED to be the same color, then that's overshooting.

This is one of those filters whose effects can be much more easily seen than described in words, so here's a
comparison frame, taken from episode 24 of Neon Genesis Evangelion with settings of
DeHalo_alpha(brightstr=2, ss=2.0) (hover your mouse over to see the filtered version); I realize that this
frame looks VERY familiar, but (happily) halos that naturally occur on DVDs are hard to come by with recent
releases, so I figured I should use the first good example I found.



Look at the edges on Gendo's eyebrows, glasses, gloves, etc. and how the halos disappear (mostly) in the filtered
version. Also, we've managed to trim down the lossless filesize somewhat. Like I said, though, you won't often
find halos this bad on recent animé releases, so you'll probably find this filter most useful for placing after your
OWN sharpening jobs... that is, if your sharpeners didn't correct for overshoot already. 
Of course, one thing you may have noticed is that the dehaloing makes the image look blander and more boring.
You may decide you prefer the slightly haloed look. Which is fine too, but I should reiterate that dehaloing also
improves compressibility. Your choice. Back to top

FastLineDarken 
It darkens lines. Fast (relatively). That makes it useful for animé. 

Type: Script function 
Requires: MaskTools (1.5.1+) 
Author: Vectrangle (using plugins by Kurosu and Manao) 
Homepage: doom9 forum 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Average when thinning=0; slow otherwise 

Defaults: FastLineDarken(strength=48, luma_cap=191, threshold=4, thinning=24) 
Parameters:

strength (0-256) determines the line darkening amount. It should be noted that this is the MAXIMUM
darkening amount, so only the strongest lines get darkened this much. Weaker lines will be darkened
proportionately less.
luma_cap (0-255) can be useful if you have lighter lines on brighter backgrounds that you don't want
darkened. Any pixel with luma value greater than luma_cap will be treated as if its value was equal to
luma_cap. Reducing this value will darken fewer lines.

http://forum.doom9.org/archive/index.php/t-82125.html


threshold (0-255) determines the minimum darkening amount; any pixels that would have been
darkened by less than this value are ignored. Lower this value if not enough pixels in the lines are getting
darkened, or raise it if too many random pixels are getting darkened.
thinning (0-256) determines how much to thin the lines being darkened, if at all. Setting this to 0 gives a
big speed boost.

Usage notes:

If FastLineDarken generates too much aliasing, you may want to consider supersampling, in such a fashion
as this: LanczosResize(1280,960).FastLineDarken().LanczosResize(640,480) (where obviously the
arguments to the resizers should be changed to fit your source).

Thankfully, I don't have to say much here, because this function does exactly what it says. Animé often has a lot
of dark edges, and it often improves the look to darken these edges further, to bring them out a little more. This
is what FastLineDarken was made for: it's a line darkening specialist, only paying attention to dark edges, not like
other sharpeners that sharpen everything. (So if your source has details like leaves in trees, FastLineDarken won't
sharpen those.)

For this filter, we'll use a sample frame from episode 13 of Azumanga Daioh. This source doesn't require much
smoothing, but the edges suffer from SERIOUS anorexia (I don't think any other source I've ever worked with has
had thinner lines); and this, combined with a lack of definition on some of them, causes them to threaten to
disappear sometimes. You'll see that we can use FastLineDarken to bring such lines out quite dramatically;
settings for this one were FastLineDarken(strength=150,luma_cap=225,thinning=0) (hover over to view
filtered version):

You can bet that THOSE lines won't get smeared by the encoder. Only problem is that FastLineDarken doesn't
have any supersampling built in, so it can cause aliasing sometimes; this can be mitigated by adding some into
your filter chain (resize up, darken, then resize back down). Back to top



LimitedSharpenFaster 
Sharpening with correction for overshoot (the "Limited" part). Much faster than the original LimitedSharpen. 

Type: Script function 
Requires: MT_MaskTools (aka MaskTools v2.0), RemoveGrain 1.0 beta, WarpSharp package 
Author: Didée (using plugins by Kurosu, Manao, Kassandro, and ???) 
Homepage: http://www.avisynth.org/mediawiki/LimitedSharpen 
Colorspaces: RGB32, RGB24, YUY2, or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Somewhat slow

(Note: This function has too many parameters to list here; I only give the most useful ones. If you're curious,
check out the wiki page for a full listing.) 
Defaults: LimitedSharpenFaster(ss_x=1.5, ss_y=1.5, dest_x=[clip width], dest_y=[clip height],
strength=100, overshoot=1, undershoot=1, soft=0, edgemode=0) 
Parameters:

ss_x and ss_y (any float > 1.0) are the horizontal and vertical supersampling factors, respectively. Higher
values will reduce aliasing, at the expense of speed.
dest_x and dest_y (any int > 0) are the desired width and height of your clip, if you want to go straight
to your final resolution without any more processing before the resize. If omitted, the clip will stay its
original size.
strength (any int > 0) is the sharpening strength. Simple.
overshoot and undershoot (0-255) determine the maximum amount by which a sharpened pixel may be
brighter than the brightest or darker than the darkest (respectively) of its spatial neighbours. This is the
"limiting" indicated in the filter's name; if you raise these values too high, you lose that and may have
haloing problems.
soft (-1 to 100) softens the sharpening effect; setting this to -1 will have the filter select a value
automatically, based on ss_x and ss_y.
edgemode (-1 to 2) determines how the filter treats edges:

Edgemode = -1 will return the edge mask only, rather than the actual image.
Edgemode = 0 is normal operation.
Edgemode = 1 limits the filter to ONLY sharpen edges.
Edgemode = 2 does just the opposite, sharpening only NON-edges.

Usage notes:

If LimitedSharpenFaster generates too much aliasing, raise the values of ss_x and ss_y.

LimitedSharpenFaster actually has a few sharpening modes, but I haven't bothered to go into them here, as the
default ("range sharpening") works fine most of the time. The idea that really sets this filter apart from other
sharpeners is the limiting of sharpened pixels relative to their spatial neighbours, specifically designed to combat
overshoot and therefore avoid introducing halos. It was one of the first AVISynth sharpeners to do this (if not
THE first), and it still remains mostly unique in this regard.

The following comparison shot comes from episode 2 of Hellsing (TV); the source looks good, but it's rather
blurry. A simple LimitedSharpenFaster helps quite a bit to bring it into proper focus; however, for the purposes of
demonstration, I decided once wasn't enough and elected to hit it TWICE with the filter, thus
LimitedSharpenFaster(strength=200).LimitedSharpenFaster() (hover mouse over to see filtered version):

http://avisynth.org/mediawiki/LimitedSharpen


Gorgeous, ne? Of course, as with all such sharpeners, the price you pay is in compressibility -- but that's why we
denoise and smooth the footage first. Back to top

mfToonLite 
Based on mfToon, but much faster because it doesn't warpsharp or supersample. 

Type: Script function 
Requires: MT_MaskTools (aka MaskTools v2.0), WarpSharp 
Author: mf and Vectrangle (using plugins by Kurosu, Manao, and ???) 
Homepage: http://mf.creations.nl/avs/ (Ignore what the page says about v0.44 being the most recent. If you go
into "function includes", you can clearly see the list go up to v0.52. Why mf doesn't have v0.54 (the one we're
using) in there, I don't know.) 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Slow

Defaults: mfToonLite(strength=255, dstren=255, drange=64, dboost=1.0, dlimit=30,
mask="fastest") 
Parameters:

strength (0-255) ... is actually pretty useless. The ONLY thing it does is allow reduction of the mask's
maximum strength (controlled by dstren) if its value is anything other than the default of 255. I think mf
got a little confused when he was adapting this from the original mfToon and forgot to have it actually do
anything.
dstren (0-255) determines how much of the sharpened version of the frame is allowed to show through on
the edges (via the edge mask) in the final product.
drange (0-255): Not used if mask="fastest". I'm not entirely sure about this, but it compresses the
range of the values in the edge mask.
dboost (0.1-10.0 float): Not used if mask="fastest". Not sure about this one either, but it boosts the

http://mf.creations.nl/avs/


areas of the mask marked as edges (or reduces them, if set < 1.0).
dlimit (0-255): Not used if mask="fastest". Not sure about this one either, but this controls the final
limiting step in the masking; any mask pixel above this value will be included in the edges portion of the
mask.
mask (any string) determines the procedure used to create the mask. If set to the default of "fastest", the
filter will ignore drange, dboost, and dlimit and use a faster but less sophisticated masking. If set to
anything else, the filter will use the aforementioned parameters to create a slower but more accurate (?)
mask.

Usage notes:

It should go without saying, but there's no point to using both this and vmToon in the same script.

mfToonLite was basically born out of a desire to make a realtime filter (for use at playback, e.g. in ffdshow's
AVISynth filters section) out of the old mfToon, which was known as a great line darkener and sharpener for
animé but which was also notoriously slow. (mfToon has since developed into vmToon, which is still horrendously
slow; we will discuss this filter later.) So mf removed the warpsharpening and supersampling capabilities from
mfToon, and mfToonLite was the result. Sure enough, it is significantly faster than its progenitor.

The following sample frame comes from Haré+Guu, with mfToonLite used at default settings (hover mouse over
to view filtered version). It's easiest to see the differences in the hair, but all the other edges are enhanced as
well.

Back to top

MSharpen 
Masked sharpener (to only sharpen edges), designed specifically for anime. 

Type: Plugin 



Found in file: MSharpen.dll 
Author: Neuron2 (Donald Graft) 
Homepage: http://www.neuron2.net/msharpen/msharpen.html 
Colorspaces: RGB32, YUY2, or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Fast 

Defaults: MSharpen(threshold=10, strength=100,mask=false, highq=true) 
Parameters:

threshold (0-255) determines how much of the image is determined to be edges (MSharpen will only
sharpen areas it decides are edges). Lower the value to catch more, or raise it to catch fewer edges.
Typically you want to set threshold so that all edges are sharpened, but no noise. You can see what areas
are set to be preserved with the mask parameter...
strength (0-100) determines how strongly to sharpen the areas marked as edges.
mask (true/false), when set true, will display a detail mask of the current frame rather than the frame
itself; dark areas of this mask are left alone, while bright areas are set as edges to be sharpened. How
much of the frame is set as edges depends on how you set the threshold parameter. When set false, the
filter displays the processed frame (normal operation).
highq (true/false): Setting this to true will produce the best quality detail detection; setting it false
sacrifices some quality but gets you a speed boost. But the filter is already pretty fast, so I would suggest
leaving this one alone unless your script runs really slowly.

Usage notes:

If MSharpen generates too much aliasing, you may want to consider supersampling, in such a fashion as
this: LanczosResize(1280,960).MSharpen().LanczosResize(640,480) (where obviously the
arguments to the resizers should be changed to fit your source).

Remember MSmooth (from the spatial smoothers page)? The filter that created a detail mask and then only
smoothed the parts of the image that were not detected as detail? Well, MSharpen follows pretty much the exact
same design philosophy, except kind of opposite: this time, we're taking the detail only and sharpening it. As you
might expect, such an approach usually works very well for animé. 
Using MSharpen is normally a two-step process: first, with mask=true, you adjust the threshold until the mask
covers all the edges and details you want to sharpen, then you set mask=false and adjust the strength until
the sharpening is at the right level (also tweak threshold if it turns out you're sharpening more or less detail
than you thought). I already illustrated the first step on the smoothers page; it's here if you need to review it.

Our sample frame for this one comes from episode 3 of Princess Tutu; this is a series that is generally quite
clean, but can be kind of soft in some scenes. You may think this frame looks pretty good as it is, but watch what
happens when you roll your mouse over (settings were MSharpen(threshold=10,strength=140)):

http://www.neuron2.net/msharpen/msharpen.html


Once you've seen the sharpened version once, you notice the difference, don't you? The original suddenly looks
blurred and out of focus by comparison. The only problem is slight aliasing on some of the edges, but this can be
mitigated by adding in supersampling, as described above. Back to top

PSharpen 
Two-point sharpening that avoids overshoot. 

Type: Script function 
Requires: MaskTools (1.5.1+) 
Author: ilpippo80 
Homepage: doom9 forum 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Average 

Defaults: PSharpen(strength=25, threshold=75, ss_x=1.0, ss_y=1.0, dest_x=[clip width], dest_y=[clip
height]) 
Parameters: 
Before I begin this part, I have to explain that this sharpener compares each pixel's (luma) value to the maximum
and minimum values of its eight spatial neighbours. If you see me refer to min and max in the following
discussion, keep in mind that it's these local minima and maxima that I'm talking about.

strength (0-100) determines the strength of the sharpening (up until the overshoot correction threshold,
see below). Value of 100 will set all pixels to either their local min or max; value of 0 will make the filter do
nothing.
threshold (0-100) determines how close to the min/max a pixel can be sharpened before the overshoot
correction (compression) kicks in. Higher values make the overshoot correction more of a hard limiting,
while lower values soften the compression. Value of 0 makes the filter do nothing.

http://forum.doom9.org/showthread.php?p=683344#post683344


ss_x and ss_y (any float > 0) are the horizontal and vertical supersampling factors, respectively. Higher
values will reduce aliasing, at the expense of speed.
dest_x and dest_y (any int > 0) are the desired width and height of your clip, if you want to go straight
to your final resolution without any more processing before the resize. If omitted, the clip will stay its
original size.

Usage notes:

If PSharpen generates too much aliasing, raise the values of ss_x and ss_y.

PSharpen is one of those sharpeners I keep coming back to for animé; it consistently gives pleasing results, it
doesn't overshoot, and it is faster than LimitedSharpenFaster. However, I owe everyone an explanation of this
filter's design philosophy, because I fear I wasn't able to explain it very well in the Parameters section. It's not
that easy to put into words; I find it easier to follow this image to see what's going on.

As I've mentioned, PSharpen starts work on each pixel by looking at each of its 8 spatial neighbour pixels and
taking the minimum and maximum from those eight pixel values (luma only); this is why they call it a "two-point"
sharpener. Depending on the values of strength and threshold, it then divides the spectrum between the local
minimum and maximum into a range that gets expanded (around the midpoint) and two ranges that get
compressed (around the min/max; see picture linked above). 
Following this analogy (which should pose no trouble to those of you who've worked with dynamic range
processors in audio -- it's basically a compander), strength determines the severity of the expansion and
threshold controls the degree of the compression. 
The two things you can be sure of with PSharpen: (1) each pixel will always end up farther away from the
midpoint between its local min/max than it was before, and (2) each pixel will always remain within the range
defined by its local min and max.

PSharpen operates on every pixel, but the effect in the following frame is most noticeable around the eyes; the
rest is subtler. The frame is from Princess Tutu, and the arguments used were
PSharpen(strength=90,threshold=90,ss_x=1.5,ss_y=1.5) (hover mouse over to view filtered version):



As with LimitedSharpenFaster, PSharpen calls can sometimes be stacked to good effect if you want a more
dramatic sharpening than even the strongest settings can provide. Back to top

SSXSharpen 
Simple sharpening with supersampling. (Has nothing to do with snowboarding.) 

Type: Script function 
Requires: WarpSharp 
Author: mf (using plugin by ???) 
Homepage: http://mf.creations.nl/avs/ (It's under "function includes", as part of the SharpTools script.) 
Colorspaces: RGB32, YUY2, or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Glacially SLOW at default settings; gets up to more normal levels of slow at ssw=2, ssh=2 

Defaults: SSXSharpen(ssw=4, ssh=4, xstren=255, xthresh=255) 
Parameters:

ssw and ssh (any float > 0) are the horizontal and vertical supersampling factors, respectively. Higher
values will reduce aliasing, at the expense of speed.
xstren (0-255) determines how much of each pixel's original value is to be blended into the result, for
those pixels that are to be sharpened at all. 0 does nothing; 255 does no blending (full strength).
xthresh (0-255) determines how close a pixel must be to its min/max spatial neighbour in order to be
sharpened. 0 does nothing; 255 hits every pixel.

Usage notes:

This function's exact functionality is included wholesale as part of vmToon, so there's no point to using
them both in the same script.
If SSXSharpen generates too much aliasing, raise the values of ssw and ssh.

SSXSharpen is based on XSharpen, a VirtualDub filter by Donald Graft (Neuron2), a clone of which is included in
the WarpSharp package plugin. The idea is similar to PSharpen but much simpler: Each pixel is compared to the
minimum and maximum (luma only) of its 8 spatial neighbour pixels. If the difference between the pixel and
whichever of its local min/max is closer to it is less than xthresh, then the pixel's original value is blended with
that of the min/max (whichever one is closer), with the blending amount controlled by xstren. 
So what does SSXSharpen add to this? Simple: it wraps XSharpen in supersampling. That's it. Just resize up,
XSharpen, and resize down. And why is this supersampling needed? Because using XSharpen on animé sources
without it can produce some really ugly results.

The following frame comes from FUNimation's release of Fruits Basket, filtered with
SSXSharpen(ssw=2,ssh=2) (hover mouse over to view filtered version). This time I picked a frame with a
good bit of detail in the scenery, rather than yet another frame featuring dark outlines of characters, to show how
this and similar sharpeners can improve your backgrounds.

http://mf.creations.nl/avs/
http://www.neuron2.net/xsharp.html


Unfortunately, it really doesn't make sense to stack this filter -- it's so slow as to be impracticable. Back to top

Toon 
Faster and simpler than mf/vmToon, but you only get one parameter. Comes in two flavors. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: Toon-v1.0.dll and Toon-v1.0-lite.dll 
Author: mf 
Homepage: http://mf.creations.nl/avs/; announced on doom9 forum 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Somewhat fast (Toon) to very FAST! (ToonLite) 

Defaults: Toon(strength=0.6) 
or ToonLite(strength=0.6) 

Parameters:

strength (0-1 float) determines the strength of the line darkening effect. The warpsharpening in Toon
cannot be tweaked at all; in order to turn it off, use ToonLite instead.

Usage notes:

If you get aliasing on the edges when using Toon, or if the edges are coming out too thin, try using
ToonLite instead (because it does not thin the lines).

Toon 1.0 is the latest release in mf's series of __Toon filters; I hesitate to say "the latest incarnation of
mfToon/vmToon" because the algorithm was almost completely rewritten as of version 0.8. mf's goal with the
rewrite was to simplify and speed up the filter, and it worked. Whereas vmToon has 13 parameters,

http://mf.creations.nl/avs/
http://forum.doom9.org/showthread.php?t=131454


Toon/ToonLite has only one -- how much simpler can you get?

So what does vmToon have that Toon does without? Well, as far as I can tell: Toon does not do any
supersampling, it uses something besides XSharpen to do its sharpening, and it doesn't let you control the
amount of line thinning (that is, short of disabling it completely by using ToonLite instead) or the thresholds for
line detection or noise sharpening. Still, even though it's not as tweakable as its predecessor, Toon still produces
a very usable result, and does it in a fraction of the time vmToon would have taken.

Again, I've selected a sample frame from Fruits Basket; this time, I had to make sure it DID have some outlines
in it, as that's what this filter is supposed to target. All the outlines get darkened, but the effect is perhaps most
obvious on Tohru's shirt. And to make it even better, the size of the lossless image has only increased by 4 KB!
The setting was Toon(strength=0.75) (hover mouse over to view filtered version):

Stacking this filter is not recommended, as you can get some pretty ugly aliasing pretty fast, unless you stick to
low settings of strength. Back to top

UnFilter 
The sharpening side of UnFilter is meant to counteract overdone softening on DVDs. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: UnFilter.dll 
Author: Trbarry 
Homepage: http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive or field-based (I believe) 
Speed: Insanely FAST!! 

Defaults: NONE (will give an "Invalid arguments" error if you try calling it without any parameters!) 
Recommended (for porn sharpening): UnFilter(HSharp=5, VSharp=5) 

http://www6.impacthosting.com/trbarry/downloads.htm


Parameters:

HSharp and VSharp (-100 to 100) determine the amount of sharpening/smoothing to be done in the
horizontal and vertical directions respectively. -100 gives the smoothest result, 100 the sharpest; 0 does
nothing.

Usage notes:

Positive values of HSharp and VSharp will sharpen in the respective direction; negative values will smooth.
So for sharpening purposes, you always want positive values; 100 is maximum sharpening while 0 is none
at all.
Frame width must be a multiple of 2, but if your video is YUY2 or YV12, this should be true already.

UnFilter is a dual-purpose filter: it can be used for either sharpening or smoothing. Both sides were meant to
counteract detrimental practices in DVD authoring (its sharpening was meant to reverse oversmoothing; its
smoothing was meant to reverse overdone edge enhancement). 
When used as a sharpener, well... let's just say: why didn't I try this filter a lot sooner? I don't know what this
filter's design philosophy is, but it provides very natural-looking sharpening for animé; in the tests I'm running
right now, it's looking generally gorgeous. The result looks kind of like that of LimitedSharpenFaster or PSharpen,
but UnFilter runs way faster than either of those scripts. And it doesn't even cause lots of aliasing.

For example, look at this screencap from Hellsing (same episode I used for the LimitedSharpenFaster sample
frame), filtered with just one pass of UnFilter(100,100) (hover mouse over to see filtered version). This would
normally be considered an extreme setting, but for a source as blurry as Hellsing, it works nicely:

Come on, you gotta admit those edges are pretty hot. Back to top

vmToon 
The successor to mfToon. Darkens lines, thins lines, and does supersampled sharpening all in one, but infamously



slow. 

Type: Script function 
Requires: MT_MaskTools (aka MaskTools v2.0), WarpSharp 
Author: mf and Vectrangle (using plugins by Kurosu, Manao, and ???) 
Homepage: http://mf.creations.nl/avs/; unofficial port to MT_MaskTools at http://manao4.free.fr/ (this is the
version I include) 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Glacially SLOW at default settings (we're talking less than half the speed of PixieDust here!). Turning off
sharpening gives a considerable speed boost; turning off thinning on top of that gets it up to average speed
(though turning off thinning BY ITSELF won't help the speed). If you want to keep the sharpening, you can turn
down the supersampling factors to improve the speed. 

Defaults: VMToon(strength=48, luma_cap=191, threshold=4, thinning=24, sharpen=true,
mask=true, ssw=4, ssh=4, xstren=255, xthresh=255) 
Parameters:

strength (0-255) determines the line darkening amount. It should be noted that this is the MAXIMUM
darkening amount, so only the strongest lines get darkened this much. Weaker lines will be darkened
proportionately less.
luma_cap (0-255) can be useful if you have lighter lines on brighter backgrounds that you don't want
darkened. Any pixel with luma value greater than luma_cap will be treated as if its value was equal to
luma_cap. Reducing this value will darken fewer lines.
threshold (0-255) determines the minimum darkening amount; any pixels that would have been
darkened by less than this value are ignored. Lower this value if not enough pixels in the lines are getting
darkened, or raise it if too many random pixels are getting darkened.
thinning (0-255) determines how much to thin the lines being darkened, if at all. Setting this to 0 can give
a big speed boost, but only if sharpen is set false.
sharpen (true/false) determines whether or not to perform supersampled two-point sharpening (the
sharpening code is straight outta Lynwood SSXSharpen). Setting this false gives a considerable speed
boost.
mask (true/false): If true, line darkening and thinning will only be applied to the parts of each frame
detected as edges; if false, line darkening and thinning will affect the entire image. (This does not affect
the two-point sharpening; that's always applied to either everything or nothing.)
ssw and ssh (any int > 0) are the horizontal and vertical supersampling factors, respectively, for the two-
point sharpening. Higher values will reduce aliasing, at the expense of speed. Only meaningful if
sharpen=true.
xstren and xthresh (0-255) are the strength and threshold, respectively, for the two-point sharpening.
(For a detailed explanation, see the writeup for SSXSharpen, above.) Only meaningful if sharpen=true.

Usage notes:

It should go without saying, but there's no point to using both this and mfToonLite, or both this and
SSXSharpen, in the same script.
If vmToon generates too much aliasing, raise the values of ssw and ssh.

In the second edition of the venerable AD&E's Guide to All Things Audio and Video, AbsoluteDestiny described the
mfToon filter as "the god of anime sharpening" and "nothing short of insanity". What it was was an all-in-one: line
darkening, line thinning, and two-point sharpening. What it ALSO was was horrendously slow. 
More recent developments to the filter have seen Vectrangle (the author of FastLineDarken, already covered
farther up the page) on board as well as mf. So, the name was changed to vmToon to reflect the new co-
author. (If you noticed that the descriptions for some of those parameters looked familiar, that's why.) Most of
mfToon's original line darkening code has been replaced by Vectrangle's contributions. It's still slow as hell, but it
gets the job done.

NOTE: I've been informed that the Toon filter, discussed above, is actually the latest evolution of the
mfToon/vmToon series. However, I'm keeping vmToon here for those who prefer to tweak and experiment. If you
want something simpler (but less tweakable) and much faster, use Toon instead.

For the following screencap, we revisit again A.D. Vision's original (not Platinum, that is) R1 release of Neon

http://mf.creations.nl/avs/
http://manao4.free.fr/


Genesis Evangelion, which has long been generally agreed to be an awful source to work with. As you will see, in
addition to all the noise we attempted to clean up on the spatial smoothers pages, the rainbows we'll tackle on
the rainbow removal page, and the horrific frame blending which is beyond the scope of this guide, the show
could also benefit from some sharpening and edge enhancement. 
The frame was filtered with vmToon(strength=100, luma_cap=150, threshold=2, thinning=100,
ssw=3,ssh=3) (hover your mouse over to see the filtered version):

Would you believe that the sharpened lossless image is only 4% bigger, filesize-wise, than the original? The
results speak for themselves; notice how even the background details, such as where the railing meets the
ground, have been improved. The only bad thing about the sharpened image is that the line running down the
left side of the frame, apparently a bad haloing artifact from the original crappy transfer, has been darkened; we
didn't want that. This can be fixed by carefully tweaking luma_cap, or else by just cropping the stupid thing out
like you probably would have done anyway. :P Back to top

WarpSharp 
A clone of VirtualDub's warpsharp filter. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: WarpSharp.dll 
Author: ???, after Avery Lee and Donald Graft 
Homepage: http://www.geocities.co.jp/SiliconValley-PaloAlto/2382/ (or, in English) 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Progressive only 
Speed: Average, but slows as blur increases 

Defaults: WarpSharp(depth=128, blur=3, bump=128) 
Parameters:

depth (1-400) determines the amount of warping. It directly affects how thin your lines will end up.

http://www.geocities.co.jp/SiliconValley-PaloAlto/2382/
http://nifty.amikai.com/amiweb/browser.jsp?url=http://www.geocities.co.jp/SiliconValley-PaloAlto/2382/&langpair=2%2C1&toolbar=no&lang=JA&c_id=nifty


blur (any int > 0) is the number of times to blur the sharpened areas. The higher this value, the cleaner
the sharpening will be (this can be very useful at higher depth levels), but at the cost of speed. Normally,
you do not want to set this to 0; try it and you'll see why.
bump (any int > 0) is the "threshold of unevenness detection"; lowering this value will produce smoother
lines, but it will also reduce the sharpening effect. Even at default levels of depth, setting this above about
250 or so can distort your footage in ugly ways and is not recommended.

Usage notes:

This filter is a clone of the original WarpSharp filter for VirtualDub, written by Avery Lee and modified to be able
to be imported into AVISynth by Donald Graft (neuron2). Some Japanese people, names unknown (though you
can find their website listed above), turned it into a dedicated AVISynth filter, as part of a plugin package. It
appears they added a parameter or two while they were at it. 
For those of you who came in late and didn't read this under the writeup for aWarpSharp, warpsharpening is a
sharpening method that differs from normal convolution-based sharpening in that it actually warps the image,
expanding large flat areas and thinning lines.

For this filter, I finally decided I was sick of using the original (non-Platinum) R1 release of Neon Genesis
Evangelion... and so I switched to the remastered (Platinum) version instead. :P Though it's pure heaven
compared to the original source, its edges can still be a little fat for my tastes. So here's a screenshot from
episode 5, filtered with WarpSharp() (default settings; hover mouse over to view filtered version):

And once again, just as with aWarpSharp, I'm happy to report that the sharpened lossless image is actually
smaller than the original -- not by much, but still a far sight better than most convolution-based sharpeners. The
edges are nice and slim (but not disappearing), Shinji's about to get bitchslapped, and all is right with the world.
:)

Something to watch out for: Same warning as applied to aWarpSharp applies to this one: it's easy to go
overboard with warpsharpeners. Here is an example of what can happen when you do. The lines are getting so
thin as to almost disappear at points, and the warping is beginning to make some shapes break up; Kaoru's eyes



in particular look odd. So for the love of Pen-Pen, watch your settings and please don't do this. Back to top
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Scintilla's Guide to AVISynth Postprocessing Filters: Dealing with
Dot Crawl

Checkmate - DeDot - LUTDeCrawl - TComb

( Home - Spatial Smoothers - Temporal Smoothers - Spatio-Temporal Smoothers - Sharpeners - Dealing with Rainbows )

Intro

Man, kids these days don't know how good they have it, what with their component cables and their all-digital
connections over HDMI... back in MY day, we had to watch our cassette tapes and DVDs over COMPOSITE cables
-- which meant sending analog data for the entire video stream over one conductor! And we LIKED it that
way!

... Oh, who am I kidding? Compared to today's technologies, it sucked. Especially because it was prone to
crosstalk artifacts: that is, dot crawl (in the luma) and rainbows (in the chroma). Sadly, some animé series
(mostly older ones) have been transferred to DVD in such a way that these wonderful artifacts were introduced
along the way and hardcoded into the video stream, so that you can't get rid of them on playback no matter how
good your cables are. To make it even more annoying, even though we have AVISynth filters for dealing with
these problems, they usually have to be applied BEFORE any inverse telecine (IVTC) operations in order to be
effective. Those of you who edit directly with scripts will appreciate what a problem that is.

I'm sure you've all seen dot crawl at some point in your lives; for those unfamiliar with the term, it looks like this.
It only shows up in the luma (Y) plane and consists of a checkerboard pattern that typically flickers back and forth
every frame. Sometimes it may not be noticeable when you're just playing a DVD, but then you'll see it when you
stop on a still frame. Thankfully, most modern animé releases do not have this problem; but if your source does,
then this is the page for you.

I'm only going to bother with one comparison screenshot for this entire page, and I'm going to put it right up
front, because all of these filters should have the same effect when things go right. It's from the opening
sequence for X, which oddly enough was plagued with dot crawl despite the actual episodes themselves being
pretty clean (hover mouse over image to see filtered version):
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Checkmate 
mf's solution, coded by prunedtree. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: Checkmate.dll 
Author: mf and prunedtree 
Homepage: http://mf.creations.nl/avs/filters/ 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Usually interlaced only; see usage notes 
Speed: Average to kind of slow, depending on the scene 

Defaults: Checkmate(thr=???, max=???, tthr2=???) 
Parameters:

thr (any nonnegative int) controls the spatial filter; higher values will (AFAICT) blend more.
max (any positive int): actually, mf doesn't remember what this does. It probably controls the maximum
amount by which a pixel's value may change, or something similar. In any case, increasing it will strengthen
the filtering.
tthr2 (any nonnegative int) controls the temporal blending; higher values will blend more. Setting this to 0
disables the temporal blending entirely.

Usage notes:

Usually, dot crawl removal filters should be called BEFORE any inverse telecine (IVTC) operations. Try it this
way first, and if every other frame or so still contains the dots, then try it after IVTC.
Checkmate will NOT give you any warnings if you feed it video in anything other than the YV12 colorspace,
and unexpected behaviour will result if you try. Thankfully, DVD video served by MPEG2Source() is virtually
always YV12 anyway (unless you specify upconv=true), so this should not be an issue.

http://mf.creations.nl/avs/filters/


According to mf, this filter "contains a robust spatial convolution" and "contains temporal blending that's a bit
more prone to artifacts. The filters are applied using fuzzy logic soft-thresholding." 
In my experience, it seems to work well enough at the default settings. It works best when the objects that have
dot crawl on them are not moving, but it still cleans up a fair deal on moving edges as well. I have not noticed
significant problems with artifacts, but the author warns that it WILL generate artifacts at default settings. Setting
tthr2=0 generally prevents artifacting; mf suggests doing this only for the frames containing artifacts. Back to
top

DeDot 
thejam79's solution. Been around since the days of AVISynth 2.0. Also capable of derainbowing. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: De.dll 
Author: thejam79; AVISynth 2.5 port and YV12 support by Minamina 
Homepage: http://nullinfo.s21.xrea.com/#DeDot_YV12; English wiki page here: http://niiyan.net/?DeDot 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Usually interlaced only; see usage notes 
Speed: Blazingly FAST!! 

Defaults: DeDot(luma2d=20, lumaT=20, chromaT1=15, chromaT2=5) 
Recommended (if using only for dot crawl): DeDot(luma2d=20, lumaT=20, chromaT1=0,
chromaT2=255) 

Parameters:

luma2d (0 to 255) is the spatial threshold for the luma; what I believe this means is that this is the
minimum difference between a pixel and its spatial neighbours for the pixel to be targeted. Lower values
will detect more pixels as dot crawl, but may cause artifacts.
lumaT (0 to 255) is the tolerance for temporal changes in the luma; I believe this refers to how close a
pixel's two temporal neighbours can be to each other for the pixel to be targeted. Higher values will detect
more pixels as dot crawl (but may cause artifacts).
chromaT1 and chromaT2 (0 to 255) have to do with rainbowing, not dot crawl, and therefore will not be
discussed on this page. If you intend to use DeDot to remove only dot crawl, then keep these at their
recommended values (chromaT1=0, chromaT2=255).

Usage notes:

Usually, dot crawl removal filters should be called BEFORE any inverse telecine (IVTC) operations. Try it this
way first, and if every other frame or so still contains the dots, then try it after IVTC.

DeDot has been around a long time and still remains quite a capable dot crawl removal filter; I haven't seen an
alternative yet that can match its blazing speed. Even better, it can be used to remove both dot crawl AND
rainbows simultaneously if desired (see the derainbowing page for more info). However, I cannot get it to touch
dot crawl on moving targets, and there's no explanation of its design principle anywhere. Back to top

LUTDeCrawl 
My solution. No spatial component. 

Type: Script function 
Requires: MT_MaskTools (aka MaskTools v2.0) 
Author: Scintilla 
Homepage: http://www.aquilinestudios.org/scripts/ 
Colorspaces: YV12 only 
Interlacing: Usually interlaced only; see usage notes 
Speed: Average to fast, depending on the scene (because of scene change detection); even faster if
usemaxdiff=false 

Defaults: LUTDeCrawl(ythresh=10, cthresh=10, maxdiff=50, scnchg=25, usemaxdiff=true,
mask=false) 

http://nullinfo.s21.xrea.com/#DeDot_YV12
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Parameters:

ythresh (0-255) determines how close the luma values of each pixel's two temporal neighbours have to be
to each other for the pixel to be targeted. Higher values will detect more pixels as dot crawl, but may cause
artifacts. I don't recommend higher than 20 or so.
cthresh (0-255) determines how close the chroma values of each pixel's two temporal neighbours have to
be to each other for the pixel to be targeted. Just as with ythresh.
maxdiff (0-255) is the maximum difference allowed between the luma values of a pixel and each of its two
temporal neighbours (so, the upper limit to what fluctuations are considered dot crawl). This is meant as an
artifact-reducing measure; lower values will reduce artifacts but may cause the filter to miss some dot
crawl. Obviously, this should never be lower than ythresh. If usemaxdiff=false, then this parameter is
ignored.
scnchg (0-255) is the scene change detection threshold; if the total luma difference between a frame and
either of its temporal neighbours is greater than this value, then the frame will not be processed at all.
(This is why the filter works very fast in high-motion clips: it doesn't take much processing to pass a frame
through unchanged.)
usemaxdiff (true/false) determines whether or not to cap luma fluctuations at maxdiff. Turning this off is
not recommended, as it may introduce artifacts; but on the other hand, it produces a speed boost of about
30%. Test on your particular source; maybe you can get away with it.
mask (true/false) -- When this is set true, the function will return the mask instead of the image: white
pixels are targeted for correction, black pixels are not. Use this to find optimal values for the other
parameters (but be aware that the scene change threshold, scnchg, is NOT reflected in the mask).

Usage notes:

Usually, dot crawl removal filters should be called BEFORE any inverse telecine (IVTC) operations. Try it this
way first, and if every other frame or so still contains the dots, then try it after IVTC.
This filter is more prone to artifacts at default settings than some others and may require tweaking. In
particular, the parameter scnchg is your friend -- use it!

LUTDeCrawl came about in 2008 when I suddenly figured out how to properly apply my theory of operation for
LUTDeRainbow to the similar problem of dot crawl (I had originally tried to tackle the problem immediately after
completing LUTDeRainbow, but somehow those original attempts failed miserably). It is a purely temporal filter;
the idea is that if a pixel's two temporal neighbours are very close to each other in both luma and chroma, then
the pixel is likely to be dot crawl and may be replaced with the average of its own luma and the average luma of
its temporal neighbours. (And if the pixel is not dot crawl, but the SAME as its neighbours instead of fluctuating,
then we can still do this averaging and it'll still look the same, so no harm done there.)

But, since there are no spatial considerations in this algorithm, this filter is more prone to artifacts than some
others... so I added in the capping of fluctuations and the scene change detection in order to cut down on
artifacts. However, that still doesn't change the fact that this filter will usually miss dot crawl on moving targets
(like DeDot). Back to top

TComb 
Tritical's solution. Also capable of derainbowing. Seems to have no spatial component. 

Type: Plugin 
Found in file: TComb.dll 
Author: Tritical 
Homepage: http://bengal.missouri.edu/~kes25c/ 
Colorspaces: YUY2 or YV12 
Interlacing: Usually interlaced only; see usage notes 
Speed: Below average (when mode=0) 

Defaults: TComb(mode=2,fthreshl=4,fthreshc=5,othreshl=5,othreshc=6,map=false,scthresh=12.0) 
Recommended (if using only for dot crawl): TComb(mode=0) (see usage notes for tweaking procedure) 

Parameters:

mode (0 to 2) determines whether TComb should be used to remove dot crawl, rainbows, or both. 0 filters
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for dot crawl only, 1 filters for rainbows only, and 2 filters for both.
fthreshl and fthreshc (0 to 255) are the filtered pixel correlation thresholds for luma and for chroma,
respectively. What I believe this means is that if all pixels within the filtering window are within these values
of each other after they have been filtered, then they are considered correlated. Only fthreshl matters for
dot crawl. Higher values will detect more pixels as dot crawl, but may cause artifacts.
othreshl and othreshc (0 to 255) are the original pixel correlation thresholds for luma and for chroma,
respectively. If the original pixels in every other frame differ by less than these values, then they are
considered correlated. Only othreshl matters for dot crawl. Higher values will detect more pixels as dot
crawl, but may cause artifacts.
map (true/false) -- When this is set true, the filter will return a map showing which pixels are being
replaced with filtered values. A value of 0 in the given plane (Y/U/V) means the pixel is not being filtered in
that plane; anything else means it is. (So, pixels that are not being filtered for dot crawl or rainbows will
show up as dark green.) For details, see the documentation.
scthresh (float 0.0-100.0) is the scene change detection threshold, as a percentage of maximum change on
the luma plane. Higher values will allow filtering on more frames, but may cause artifacts. Based on the
documentation, I can only assume that (just as with LUTDeCrawl) the scene change detection is not figured
into the map that is displayed when map=true.

Usage notes:

Usually, dot crawl removal filters should be called BEFORE any inverse telecine (IVTC) operations. Try it this
way first, and if every other frame or so still contains the dots, then try it after IVTC.
Tritical includes in the documentation a handy guide to tweaking TComb for dot crawl removal, which I
quote in its entirety here: 
"To find good values for fthreshL/othreshL, start with the following line:

tcomb(mode=0,fthreshL=255,othreshL=255)

Now, keep othreshL at 255 but set fthreshL down to 1. Keep increasing fthreshL in steps of 1 to 2 until you
find the point at which all dot crawl is removed. Remember that value. Next, set fthreshL back to 255, and
set othreshL to 1. Now, increase othreshL in steps of 1 or 2 until you find the point at which all dot crawl is
removed. You've now got values for fthreshL/othreshL."

Like Checkmate, TComb is a relatively recent plugin that works at below-average speeds (however, TComb's
kinda-slowness is more consistent, whereas Checkmate's varies depending on the scene). Advantages of TComb
include the tweakability (of course, almost anything would be more tweakable than Checkmate) and the fact that
it can also be used for rainbows; disadvantages include the fact that it doesn't do much on moving targets. Back
to top
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Rainbows

Last updated on 6/23/09 
Questions? Comments? Concerns? Contact Scintilla 
Fight Spam! Click Here!
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